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Rising costs
Increases proposed
for housing, dining
By LISA JACKSON

Chief
A proposal will be made at
the Board of Regents meeting
Tuesday to raise housing and
dining rates approximately 6
percent beginning in the summer of 1988 to offset increasing costs.
The rates are adjusted annually to meet "whatever cost
pressures" exist, said Frank
Julian, vice president for student development.
Campus housing and dining
facilities and the Curris
Center do not receive money
from the state. They have to
run on money paid by
students, Julian said.
Maintenance is a major
cost. "We never deal with less
than six figures (for
maintenance per year)," he
said.
However, the University's
rates are 27 percent below the
national average, Julian said .
Other items that will be
brought before the Board
Tuesday include:
• A recommendation for a
Bachelor of Independent
Studies program at Paducah
Community College.
• A resolution to raze five
buildings - security and in·
formation building, grounds
maintena~ce building ,
Editor In

1988-89
Proposed housing
and dining increases
Housing
Besjdeoce Hall•

DoUble room
Private room

$25
$30

College Courts••
1 Bedroom
2 Bedroom

$12
$25

Dining•
7-3 meal plan
7-2 meal plan
5·3 meal plan
5-2 meal plan

$35
$35
$32
$33

•
..1_,..._.

~1*--

greenhouse, Gatlin House
and Doran House - in compliance with the Campus
Development Plan update of
1986.
• A report on the Retention
Program.
The Regents will meet in
the Board Room of Wells Hall
at 11:30 a.m.

Comparison costs
T~a 1987·Ba room and board rates per semester tor selected
inStitutions in the region are as follows:
&!2m lmLd J.glal
ln$tjtutjon
Soutlwlut Ui,souri
MUARAYSTATE
Moreheads.t.
Ea•t«n KentUcky

Stars and stripes
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IN A VETERANS DAY retreat ceremony Wednesday afternoon, John Watson of Marion and Jeff
Garrard of Henderson retire the flag between Wrather West Kentucky Museum and Wilson Hall as
a salute to America's veterans. The ceremony wa.s sponsored by the department of military
science. See related story on page 14.

Groundbreaking begins Tuesday
for I&T Building, cere~ony planned
Gov. Martha Layne Collins
will be on campus Tuesday to
take part in a groundbreaking
ceremony for the new Industry
and Technology Building.
The ceremony, scheduled for
10 a.m., will be at the corner of
16th and Chestnut Streets, the
site of the new building.
Dr. Ken Winters, dean of the
College of Industry and
Technology, President Kala M.
Stroup and Mike Herrald, a
repreaentative from the Council

on Higher Education, will be
speakers for the groundbreaking. Kevin Lovett, an engineering technology graduate stu·
dent, will speak from a student's point of view about the
new building.
·
Pat Kerr, a representative
from Coltharp and Kerr Architects, will also be on hand for
the ceremony.
"The groundbreaking is
another milestone in the sequence of ev~ts leading to the

completion of the facility,"
Winters said. "The availability
of the new facility will serve to
accommodate the larger
number of students, will provide a greater service to
business and industry and will
assist in receiving and sustaining appropriate accreditation."
The building is expected to be
ready for occupancy in 1990.
In case of inclement weather,
the ceremonies will be moved to
the Currie Center Theater.
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Tuition rises for fall '88
The Council on Higher
Education voted to increase
tuition rates for the 1988-89
and 1989-90 academic years
in their meeting Nov. 5.
According to Council
reports, tuition rates for
undergraduates will increase
4 percent the first year and
1.9 percent the following
year. Broken down into dollar
figures, in-state
undergraduates will pay $20
more in the fall of 1988 and
$10 more in the fall of 1989.
Out-of-state undergraduates
will pay $60 and $30 more,
respectively.
Graduate students will pay

3.6 percent more in the faU of
1988 and 1.8 percent more in
the fall of 1989. Dollar figures
will be the same as in-state
and out - of - state
undergraduates.
The Council did not support
raising tuition mid-year,
which would have taken effect next spring. Council
members voted to keep the
present tuition-setting policy.
Tuition costs are based on
per capita personal income
(PCPI) in Kentucky. Tuition
rates at similar institutions
See TUITION
Pa~S
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MSU rev1ves Elderhostel groups
Courses challenge elderly
By JENNA NEWTON
Staff Writer

Fifty young-at-heart senior
citizens from Kalamazoo, Mich.,
to Holland, N.Y., participated
in the Elderhostel program
sponsored by Murray State
University last week.
Elderhostel is an interna·
tional program on college campuses for older adults who want
to expand their horizons and
develop new interests.
Hostelers attending the Mur·
ray State program Nov. 1-6
stayed at the Kenlake State
Resort Park and took three
courses taught by Murray State
faculty.
The first class, "Walden Out·
of-Doors," was a study of Henry
David Thoreau's novel Walden .
The class, taught by Charles
Daughaday, included nature
walks and discussion of human
values on subjects from shelter
to politics.
"The Human Mind: How We
Think;" was the subject of a
class taught by Terry Greene.
This class focused on the struc·
ture and processes of how we
think. Techniques of improved
comprehension, memory and
decision making were also
discussed.
" Geneology: Tracing Your
Roots" was also offered. Many
hostelers had already had experience with this subject. The

class, taught by Keith Heim,
helped hostelers learn how to
develop geneology as a hobby
and gave them ideas on
research methods and
techniques.
In addition to academic
courses, hostelers were treated
to some down-home west Ken·
tucky entertainment including
receptions, dinners and ice
cream socials. They also had a
chance to meet faculty and
students at Murray State and in
the surrounding area.
The hostelers also attended a
concert by "Home Remedy," a
five member folk music group
from Murray specializing in
traditional and contemporary
folk and gospel music.
Sandee Watkins, coordinator
for the Murray State
Elderhostel program, said the
week went very well for the
staff and the participants.
"MSU has been involved in
the Elderhostel program in the
past," Watkins said, "however,
this IS the first time we have
hosted it since 1985.
"It (the Elderhostel program)
was defmitely a success,"
Watkins said. "I really enjoyed
working with th~ people. They
were positive and enthusiastic
and it was challenging for me.''
Several of the participants
agreed with Watkins and said
the program was not only suc·
cessful, but also was a unique

Photo by BARRY JOHNSON

DOTTI CORLEY of West Monroe, La., traces her roots In Pogue Library as part of the geneology
course offered by Murray State's Elderhostel program.

learning experience.
"It was the surroundings and
the people at Murray that made
it the perfect setting for the pro·
gram,'' said Jane Buffe, a twotime Elderhostel pa1·ticipant
from Akron, Ohio.
Buffe attended the program
with her husband, William. She
said this was her first visit to
Murray State and the lakes
area.

Faculty exchanges end 'stale' setting
By RICK HUDSON
Staff Wnter

Murray State University is
but one institution in the network of over 160 that are active
in the National Faculty
Exchange.
The National Faculty Ex·
change is an organization
which enables faculty to ven·
ture to other parts of the coun·
try to teach.
The organization. in turn,
finds teachers who are in·
terested in coming to the
original school, thereby carry·
ing out the exchange.
''The t~acher being brought in
need not be from the same
school that the exchangee
wishes to go," said Mariar.
Posey, instructional consultant
at the Faculty R~source Center.

"The incoming faculty must,
however, be reviewed and approved for a teaching position
the same as if they were being
hired for a teaching position at
the school."
The purposes of the exchange
are to ·•attempt to provide professors with new colleagues,
students and surroundings,"
Posey said. She called the pro·
gram "an exchange of ideas."
The professors can gain new
insights on teaching techniques
and new responses to techni·
ques from new students.
"The same surroundings, the
same type of student and the
same colleagues can become
stale and cease to serve the
faculty,'' Posey said.
Through the exchange, the
faculty member not only gets a

break from the stale surroun·
dings but also gets the advan·
tage of the facilities of the ex·
changed school such as
laboratories, educational pro·
grams and resource
information.
Billie Burton, coordinator of
Adult Outreach, is the only
Murray State faculty member
to have participated in the ex·
change, so far.
Burton traveled to Colorado
State : University in Fort Collins, Colo., in the summer of
1986 for five weeks. Because of
her position, Burton did not
need an exchange replacement.
"It was a wonderful ex·
perience,'' Burton said. "I
received a lot of good ideas from
an outstanding continuing
education organization."

Listening Post offers outlet to students' problems
By JENNA NEWTON
Staff Wnter

Murray State students who
have a problem or just need someone to talk with need not
look any further than the se·
cond floor of the Curris Center.
The Listening Post is a place
where students can go and talk
to campus ministers about their
problems, decisions, ideas or
whatever is on their mind.
Clarence Helmich, Lutheran
minister at Murray State, said
the Listening Post is something
new on campus this fall.
The idea for the Listening
Post "came to surface at a sum·
mer workshop where the cam·
pus ministers plan for the com·

ing school year," Helmich said.
Several other college campuses throughout the state have
similar programs, Helmich
said.
The campus ministers, along
with resident advisors and hall
directors, decided that Murray
State students could also
benefit from a service of this
type.
Helmich said students can
come into the lounge near the
second floor entrance of the
Curris Center between 10 a.m.
and 1 p.m. on Thursdays and
Fridays. No appointment is
necessary and there is no fee for
the service.
Students do not have to have
a particular problem to come in

and talk, Helmich said:
"No one I talked to had a
special problem," Helmich said,
"but as we talked we were able
to get it (their problem) out in
the open."
The Listening Post is staffed
by eight campus ministers of
various denominations who
take turns listening to students
each week.
Although students are
welcome to talk religious problems they do not have to and
are encouraged to talk about
any concern they may have.
','1 really enjoy talking to the
kids about their attitudes and
opinions - it's a really positive
thing,'' Helmich said.

Buffe said the study of
Waldm, in a setting like
Kenlake, really helped her to
gain a deeper appreciation for
Thoreau and his work.
" We learned a lot from the
program and made many new
friends, ·• Buffe said. " It leaves
very good memories.''
The typical charge for a six·
night program in the United
States is $215 and $240 in

Canada. A limited number of
" hostelships" (scholarships) are
available to help those who can·
not afford the cost of attending.
Anyone 60 years of age or
older is eligible to attend an
Elderhostel program.
Those interested in the pro·
gram can receive more information by calling the Center for
Continuing Education at
7624159.

IFC laying down law
on rush infractions
By MARK COOPER
Staff Writer

Guidelines for dry rush and
possible punishments for
fraternities violating dry rush
were added to the Interfrater·
nity Council constitution
Nov. 2 in an effort to clear up
some of the confusion that the
old constitution created, ac·
cording to George Panagos,
chairman of the IFC constitu·
tion reconification committee.
The constitution, last revis·
ed in 1978, did not include
regulations and punishments
for dry rush, which was
adopted by the IFC in 1986.
The old constitution,
therefore, needed changes to
clear up the confusion of dry
rush for the fraternities,
Panagos, an Owensboro
senior, said.
Some of the additions
include:
• No person shall consume
alcohol while in the presence
of a registered rushee, on a
rushee's property or anyone's
property affiliated with a
fraternity (parties, cook outs,
special events).
• No person affiliated with
any fraternity shall supply or
transport any alcohol to any
rushee.
• No person affiliated with
any fraternity shall transport
any rushee to any alcohol
related establishments or
activities.
Fraternities found guilty of
these regulations could be fin·
ed $100 to $250, depending
upon the violation, according
to the revised constitution.

"Before, decisions about
punishments and rules con·
cerning rush were left up the
IFC judicial board," Panagos
said. "Now it's down in black
in white for the fraternities to
read and understand."
The revised constitution
also includes violations and
punishments for fraternities
violating deferred rush ,
adopted by the IFC in 1982.
Deferred rush defines eligible
rushees as students with at
least 12 hours of classes and a
2.0 grade point average.
Punishment for violating
deferred rush regulations in·
eludes the loss of the inelligi·
ble pledges as well a $25 to
$200 fine.
Other additions include a
section stating it is
"unethical and illegal" to
discriminate against or
downgrade any Murray
fraternity, a violation which
carries a $25 to $50 fine.
"What the new constitution
says to the fraternities is:
'Take things like deferred
rush, dry rush, etc., serious·
ly,"' said Ross Meloan, IFC
advisor.
"This constitution helps to
articulate better the plll"J>Ose
of the Council," Me loan said.
The new constitution can
also be used as a recruitment
tool for prospective Greek
pledges, Meloan said.
The new constitution, the
f!l'st like it at Murray, will be
used at other schools such as
the University of Florida as a
guideline for their own IFC
constitutions, Meloan said.
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Wall Street crash taking
fun out of finance game
~
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WEST MAIN CHEVRON
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By ALL YSON HOBBIE
Staff Writer

When the market crashed on
Oct. 19 it was not only the investors in New York that felt
the effects.
Students playing the
"Investment Game" on cam"
pus suffered the same sort of
panic, whlch was mitigated
only slightly by the fact that
the money that Lhey had invested was not real.
The game, which is sponsored by the Economics and
Finance Club, is played annually. Betty Driver, sponsor,
said the game is played by
teams wlio are given an imaginary $50,000 and allowed
to invest the money in a variety of ways including common
stocks, prefen·ed stocks, warrants, options and mutual
funds.
"Most of the students playing are business students but

it is open to anyone who is interested," Driver said. "We
even have an agriculture major playing this semester."
The players pay a $5 entry
fee which goes toward prize
money for the teams with t he
greatest gains at the end of
the frrst semester and then
again at the end of the year.
The players come up with
names for their teams that
hide their identities, but
which also show a sense of
humor.
Teams have been using
names of infamous investors
such as "Mr. Boesky," who
was charged with insider
trading, and "T. Boone's
Brother,'' after T. Boone
Pickens, a well-known investor who has often been called a corporate raider. Oliver
North was also immortalized
by the team "Ollie North's
Defense Fund."
Driver said the players can

Grand Opening Week
Nov. 15-22

make transactions every day
or can even leave the money in
cash, thus drawing a 6 percent
interest rate.
"The game is usually won
with very inexpensive stocks
due to the short tenn nature of
the game," Dr iver said.
The players fared little better than most investors after
the October crash. Driver said
the team in flrst place as of
Oct. 21 only had a return of
1.5 percent.
"Thirteen of the teams had
done nothing, and some had a
negative return," Driver said.
"The team with the lowest
return had one of -23.7
percent.''
Driver said the crash has
caused the game to get the
slowest start ever.
"We had just gotten started
when the cr ash occurred,"
Driver said. "So you can imagine that everyone is moving
with a lot of caution."

murray-
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SCREEN PRINTING
SOUTHSIDE SHOPPING CENTER

759-4796

IN COOPERATION WTTH I<ING"S INC

The Best Parts In Auto Parts

All Checks Welcome
S.12th St.
753 - 8971

Monday· Saturday
8 a.m. ·9p.m.
Sunday
1 p.m. ·6 p.m.

Our three-year and

two-year scholarships wodt
make college easier.
Just easier to pay for.

!Ffowers and (jifts
Open Sunday Nov. 15, 1-5 p.m.
Openhouse Sunday Nov. 22, 1·5 p.m.
Phone: 753-1515
110 North 12th Slreet
Murray

Hours: Monday • saturday
8 a.m. - S p.m.
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Even if you didn't start college on a scholarship, you
could fini~n on one. Army ROTC Scholarships
pay for full tu ition and allowances for educational
fees and textbooks. Along with up to $1,000
a year. Get all the facts. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

CALL CP~ JOHN KLEMENCIC AT 762-4123 , or
st op by Roy Stewart Stadium

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TR.AININC CORPS

Political sinners 'weeded out,'
Americans in right perspective?
During the span of the next year,
this country will have several
significant decisions to make that
will "shape the course of human
events."
We the people, and our representatives in office, face the tasks of
selecting leaders that will run this
great nation.
That's why, of course, we need to
carefully consider the
characteristics of these people whom
we will count on to be leaders
capable of guiding us in the right
direction.
We need not worry ourselves with
trivial questions such as their
leadership experience or their views
on the social issues of abortion, right
to privacy and care for the elderly.
Nor should we fret over their plans
for foreign policy, nuclear disarmament, federal tax and budget
reforms, and support for education.
We need to get right to the important stuff.
For instance, did they ever sneak a
smoke in the bathroom when in
eighth grade? Did they ever lie to

their mother, or 'accidently' forget
to return a library book? Or perhaps
they engaged in a little 'monkey
business' on the side once upon a
time?
If so, we don't need them.
After all, heaven forbid should we
have another leader like Benjamin
Franklin, who allegedly bad scores
of illegitimate kids...or Thomas Jef·
ferson, whose slave did more than
just make his bed. And we certainly
don't need another womanizer like
Alexander Hamilton, or a cautious
adulturer like John F. Kennedy.
Have you ever wondered if
Abraham Lincoln smoked corn silk?
Surely, if he had, we wouldn't have
elected him.
Doesn't it make you feel secure to
know that the truly corrupt candidates and nominees are being
"weeded out" (sorry, Ginsburg- no
pun intended!) for their political
sins?
It's nice to know the American
people have the right perspective on
things.
Or do they?
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FEEDBACK----- To 'live' means taking time
Administrators praise RAs

To the Editor:
November 8-14 has been proclaimed
RA Appreciation Week, and I would
like to take this opportunity to give
some much deserved recognition to
Resident Advisors at MSU.
Resident Advisors serve as a vital
link in the University community.
They are the " front line" in serving
student needs. These fellow students
devote time and energy to helping
other students with personal and
academic concerns and assist the
University with administering the
residence hall~
These special students deserve our
appreciation for their long hours of
devotion, patience and empathy. I commend the RAs for the fine job they are
doing.
Kala M Stroup
President
To the Editor:
I would like to take this opportunity
to thank every Resident Adviser at
Murray State University for a job very
well done.
Resident Advisers represent the
"front line" in meeting student needs.
They expend a tremendous amount of
time and energy in assisting students
in a myriad of ways. They are a most
important part ofthe Student Development Team.
I hope that all the students, faculty

Ill Wilton Hall
2608 Unjversity Station
Mu1'1'&)' State Univ~ ..lty
Murray, Ky. 42071
782-ol468 782-4478

L.

COMMENTARY

To the Editor:
I personally want to thank the RAs
for everything they do to try to make
life better for students in the residence
halls.
These RAs are also students but
have chosen to take on the additional
responsibility of the RA job. Besides
balancing academics and their per·
sonallives, they are also the ones who
must always respond to the fire alarm,
try to resolve roommate conflicts, and
offer to listen when someone is having
a difficult time. They also are constantly assessing the needs of their
floor or wing and trying to offer programs for the1r residents or to keep
them informed of campus events.
So often many of us in the University
community do not realize the value
and the importance of these students,
and for these reasons I would like to
thank the RAs for the job they do.
They make the difference in Murray
State's residence hall program.
Thanks.
Paula Hulick
Director of Housing
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to skip rocks now and then,
enjoying life as it 'happens'

and staff at our University will take a
minute sometime during the week to
thank an RA for the outstanding service he or she provides.
Frank H. Julian
Vice President, Student Development

•

...

Davenport
I used to skip rocks.
And I used to take long walks, write
lots of poetry, ride horses quite often and
catch lightening bugs.
But that was before I became
responsible.
Now I don't seem to have time for
those things. At least, I don't make time.
I think college does that to a person. In
fact, I think life in general has that
effect.
Perhaps it's just the characterization
of our society, but it seems that we come
to a certain point in life when we think
we no longer have time for "unimportant" things like skipping rocks. (l was
going to say that we don't take time to
"smell the flowers," but I thought that
would be trite.)
· Just a few weeks ago, during a par·
ticularly stressful weekend, my dad told
me that I needed to "live a little.''
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Cathy

At the time, I could hardly believe he
said it. Live a little?! I thought I already
did... a lot! After all, my days- like mo~t
college students' - are almost always
crammed full of things to do. In addition
to having a heavy load of classes, I work
and I am involved with the newspaper,
my sorority and other campus organizations. I barely have time to sleep, I
thought. What more can I do?
But now I think I know what my dad
was saying. I think I know what he
meant by 'live.'
A person I greatly admire once told me
a favorite quote of his: "Life is what happens to you while you're still busy trying
to figure out what to do.•·
It's true, isn't it? I mean, we're always
busy. We're always trying to figure out
what we need to do next... never taking
time to just be happy enjoying the moment and letting things happen.
Don't get me wrong. I don't mean to
promote irresponsibility or suggest that
one shouldn't work hard and set many
high goals.
I know I wouldn't be happy ifl weren't
doing all the things I do now. But while
I'm doing them, I'm going to try to
remember to take the time for
something else.
I'm going to try to skip more rocks.
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Group fights for education aid
By HOLLY BROCKMA~
Reporter
The Coalition of Senate and
Faculty Leadership !COSFL) is
working to combat the problems
of higher educati'on in
Kentucky

University facilities in Ken ·
tucky are one of the state'!!
greatest resources and the
group is wor king for further
development of that resource,
the pamphlet said.

Although the COSF L is 10
The COSFL is a statewide years old. it was not unt il t he
organization that promotes the last two or t hree years t hat t he
professional welfare of faculty group became a real organized
members in KenLucky's public entity. "The group was first
ca lled a congress and then later
universities.
a coalition," Cindy Sawicki,
The members of this organiza- COSFL secretary, said.
tion are elected r epresentatives
of faculty organizations in KenSince its conception, t he
tucky's universities.
group has wor ked to obtain better faculty and programs for
The COSFL strives for im- p ublic u niversities in
provements in faculty mor ale Kentucky.
and the overall quality of
higher education in Kentucky,
" It has just now gotten some
according to a COSFL really dedicated people who are
pa mphlet.
working hard U> push for the

high standard!'! of Kentucky's
public universities," John
Taylor, COSFL president said.
The group was started by the
late Tom Jones from Western
Kentucky University and Steve
West, as.11ociate professor of
politics and legal studies at
Murray State.
"West is one of the people who
really got some things done
when the group fir st got
star ted," Taylor said, " He
worked hard and tr ied to get the
thing going."
" T here h as been an
awareness among faculty
members t h at they m ust
become politically active,"
Taylor said. "Salaries a nd funding are low and the more people who join, the more work
that can be be done to have

greater standards for Kentucky
higher education.''

educated and the faculty are being paid enough to stay m
Kentucky.

The COSFL is growing to
become a "voice for faculty
The COSFL is made u p of
members in public univer· faculty from the eight state
sities," Taylor said. They are universities in Kentucky and
also working to become a lob- dedicated to the advancement of
byist group for higher educa- higher education , Sawicki said.
tion. The group will work for
The officers of t he coa lition
higher salar ies for public
university faculty and for fun - are John Taylor, president;
Harry Robe, vice president; Cinding of programs.
dy Sawicki, secr eta ry; and
Fund ing is needed from the Glenn R ainey, treasurer .
state budget for higher educa- Taylor and Sawicki are from
tion in public universities and Murray State, Robe is from
the process of getting it is very Western Kentucky University,
and Rainey is from Eastern
complex, Taylor said.
Kentucky University.
The money will be used to get
Taylor urges all faculty
professors involved in their own
university while doing research members to join the COSFL,
and teachi ng . This allows and anyone interested may
students to become more phone him at 762-2590.

\

National M811<ettng ftnn seeks
ambitious Jr., Sr., or Grad.
Student to manage on-campus
marketing program. Flexible
part·tlme hours with eamlng
potenllalln excess of $5,000.
Call Yaz or Dee at
1-800-592·2121

Call your mummy.
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You remember. She was
always there when you v.:ere
frightened. And if you got hurt,
she was standing by ·with bandages. Wouldn't ir feel good
lO talk to your moth<..>t again

right now?
Calling over AT&T Long
Diswnct: Service probably
costs less than you think, too.
And if you have any questions
about AT&T rates or service,
a customer service repre-

sentative is always standing
by to talk to you.just call
1 800 222-0300.
Sure, your schoolwork and
your friends keep you busy.
But call home and find om
what she's wrapped up in.

(1:30. 3:30) 7:10 .9:10
r,l AT I tl E E S

8 A R GAIN
Si'.T

SUN

&

ADM

$2 50

VHS Movie and Player

Rentals
Over 2500 Movies
$2 Rentals-Members
Membership $3 with
Student J.D.

Cheri Theatre lobby

Ali.T
The right choice.
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WORLD VIEW
Controversy surrounds nominee
WASIDNGTON- On Nov.5, President Reagan's latest Supreme
Court nominee, Judge Douglas H . Ginsburg, acknowledged that he
smoked marijuana once as a college student in the 1960's and on ''a
few occasions" in the 1970's. An Administration official said Judge
Ginsburg smoked marijuana while he was an assistant professor at
Harvard Law School in the mid- to late 1970's . On Nov. 7, Ginsburg asked the White House to withdraw his nomination after the
disclosure of his drug use. Ginsburg said, "That was the only drug I
ever used. I have not used it since. It was a mistake and I regret it."
Story courtesy of The New York Times.

Bomb explodes in Belfast crowd
BELFAST - On Nov. 8, eleven people were killed when a huge
bomb exploded as crowds gathered in Enniskillen, Northern
Ireland, for a wreath-laying ceremony honoring Britain's war
dead. The police said 55 others were wounded when, without warning, an explosion ripped out the end of a building near the town's
cenQtaph, a memorial to the dead of World War 1 and World War II.
The ·l!xplosion occured at 10:45 A.M. on Remembrance Sunday. No
one has accepted responsibility for the bomb, but authorities feel
that it was the work of the Irish Republican Army. Story courtesy of
The New York Times.

Aid to the Contras postponed
WASHINGTON -Secretary of State George Schultz, pledging to
give the Central American peace process ''every chance," said
Tuesday the administration will not seek additional military aid
for the Nicaraguan rebels until next year. A $100 million aid
package expired Sept. 30. In a speech to the Organization of
American States General Assembly, Schultz said, however, that
the United States will not "sit idly on the sidlines'' if Nicaragua's
leftist government attempts to achieve a military victory over the
contras. St~>ry courtesy of The Courier Journal.

Director chosen
for development
By HEIDI BINEGAR
Reporter
Charles Ward, former director of development at the
Medical College of Georgia,
wn!l appointed the new director of development at Murray
State University.
He has been involved in
alumni relaUons and development work since 1972.
Ward said he started officially at Murray State Oct.
1, after the position had been
vacant since Nov. 1986.
David Perrin, vice president
for University relations and
development, said former
director or development, Don
Kelley, left to become assistant secretary of the Congres·
sional Cabinet in Frankfort.
PetTin said they had been in
the process of interviewing
people nationally until Ward
came along.
"Ward i::; responsible for
coordinating and directing
private fund· raising activities
on behalf of the University,"
Perrin said.
Murray State is in the process of upgrading its development program. The University and the Murray State
Foundation want to work
together to improve the
private giving to the Univer·
sity, Ward said.
"You just can't rely on the
slate to buy things for improvement, so you have to
raise money through private

Tuition1-- - - Continued from Page 1
in surrounding states are also
taken into account.
According to Council
documents from its Nov. 5
meeting. it contracts with
Thalheimer Research
As.-.ociates, Inc. to forecasl PCPI
in Kentucky. The following nrc
PCPI projections·
• 1987- $11,507
• 1988 - $12,228
• 1989- $13,148
The percentage of PCPI that
determines tuition rates for
masters institutions such as
Murray State is 8 percent.
An activity fee of$40 1s added
to Murray State Rtttdents' fees
set by the Council .

Charles Ward
sources," Ward said. Money is
raised through the alumni,
businesses, foundations and
through other individuals.
An area of emphasis in the
fund-raising is for scholarship
support, he said .
"Everything that is done
here is done for the student:-~
in the academic community,"
Ward said. "If not for the
students, there would be no
reason to be here."
Ward said he has been
receiving a cordial welcome
from deans, vice 'presidents
and students all over campus.
He said everyone is interested
in assisting with raising
money for the University.
Ward said he is smprised
with the outstanding involve·
ment of students in alumni
relations and in fund-raisers.

In other action, the Council
approved budget~ for stnte
institutions.
Murray State was allocated
money for asbestos and PCB
removal, roof repairs and
replacement, steam and conden·
sate lines replacement, Lovett
Auditorium improvements and
minor maintenance. The projects are not in the priority that
Murray State had ordered
them.
According to the action item
on state-funded capital projects
at the Council'" meeting, the rationale for the priorities points
to "the system's most pressing
needs to ensure safe facilities
and the protection of the
system's investment in plant.
Furthermore, it recognizes that
it is fiscally more prudent to
treat maintenance problems
early before they deteriorate in·
to major problems."

Watch

An offer like this only
ayear:
AC Repairs
Alternators
Starter
All minor
repairs

Wrecker
Service

Tune-ups
Brake Repair

~

ATTENTION BSN
ClASS OF 1988.
The Air Force has o spec1al pro·
gram for 1988 BSNs If selected.
you can enter active duty soon
after graduat1on- w1thout wa11ing
tor the results of your State Boards
To qualify, you must have an
overall ·s· average. After commisSionmg. you'll attend a five-month
internship at a major A1r Force
medical facility. It's an excellent
way to prepare for the w1de range
of expenences you'll have servmg
your country as an A1r force nurse
officer. For more information. call
SSgt .Cynt hla Elia
(50 1)985- 2225 CoHect
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Join the growing
ranks of businesses
who have turned to
advertising in The
Murray Stah• News:
Every Wct>k Murray
State students spend
$390,000. Over the
course of a 1-1emester
this amounts to $6.2
million. Unlike other
local media we reach
98 percent of the
students, faculty, and
staff at MSU. Don't
miss the University
market. Advertise!
You'll bl' glad you
did.

NiWS
111 Wilson Hall
>

762-4478

for JUSt $18.50

witlz any purchase, we have
a special Otnstmas offer for you. ';flu'll
receive six eye.shad~ t\XIO foundations, t\.ro ltpsticks,
two blushers, concea./ing cream, makeup applicators,
and a sma./1 flacon of our exclusive new French parfum, Deco/letl-a/1 itt a bright red compact.
Thtlts nearly a $50 savings off the total retail
valut. 11tis offer IS avarlable November 16 through
December 31. Supplies are limtted

ffiERLE noRmAn· STUDIO
Bel Air Shopping Center
753-6926
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Type indicator measures
students' ability to learn
!1¥ KIM WADE
Reporter
Students in some classes may
get along fine with their professors and have direct links to
their intructors's thoughts, but
there seems to always be one
professor that has ~>ludents in
outer space.
Because of the Meyers-Bnggs
Type Indicator (MBTI), students
can finally understand why a
professor could not get through
to them, said Frank ,Julian, vice
p;-esident for student
development.
The MBTI is used to
characterize different people
with different interests who
often find it hard to understand
each other, according to Isabel
Briggs Myers in the Introduction to Type booklet.
Students in colleges
everywhere have adjusted to
the way they learn. "We must
teach students to broaden their
learning style," Julian said.
The major differences in faculty and students are in the
categories of judging or perception and introverts or extroverts, Julian said. The other
divisions tested are sensing and
intuition, and thinking and
feeling.
In order to teach effectively,
he said, professors should
understand the different per-

sonalities and preferences of
students.
For example, the perceptive
student likes to have a hand in
instruction, Julian said, and
they also need choices and op·
portunities to be spontaneous.
Judgmental-type students
like order, not flexibility,
Julian said. The judgmental
person is more comfortable
working on a schedule with a
deadline, he said.
The pe1·ceptive type, before
making a decision, will analyze
the process rather than'the deci·
sion itself, Julian said.
Judgmental types will make
the decision without obS(:rving
the process, he said.
Two-thirds of the Rhodes
Scholars are perceptives, Julian
said. Perceptives also score
higher on the American College
Test and the Scholastic Aptitude Test because they are
able to look at the questions
from the "test givers" point of
view.
Because 40 percent of
freshmen are perceptives and
the majority of professors are
judgmental, the needs of many
students are not being met,
Julian said.
An average of 2.4 percent of
freshmen drop out of college
because they think they can not
learn, when actually it is juat
the way the material is being
taught, he said.

Students in high school
develop extraversion·sensing
<ES> types, he said. They are not
exposed to library work or independent study, Julian said,
which would create
introversion-intuition (!N)
characteristics.
The extravert is someone who
enjoys a crowd and group study,
but the introvert needs privacy
and individual relationships,
according to the Introduction to
Type booklet. An intuitive person is able to look at the
possibilities in the future and
the sensing person deals with
the present through the senses.
Because the average college
student is an 'ES', he enters
college seeing a great challenge
as an insurmountable one,
Julian said.
"We must create more 'IN'
characteristics in high school
students by broadening their
learning pr eferences," Julian
said.
The MBTI has been given to
500 to 1,000 students at Murray
State in the past two semesters,
Julian said.
"If the MBTI was given to all
freshmen," Julian said, "it
could make a difference in the
retention of college students.
"The key is finding out,
through MBTI, what we can do
for typical freshmen so they can
learn more and enjay it," he
said.

POLICE BFAT
Nov. 8.
Jason Cambron and Mike
Whitten reported a burglat·y in
Clark Hall, Room 123.

Nov. 5
Darin Austin reported
criminal mischief to a vehicle in
the Richmond Hall parking lot.

Phillip Murray reported
criminal mischief to a vehicle in
the Clark Hall parking lot. The
windshield was smashed.

Murray State reported the
tht'ft of a table from 105 College
Courts.

Nov. 7
Robert Olmstead reported
criminal mischief to a vehicle in
the Clark Hall parking lot. The
paint was scratched.

Nov. 6
Jeff Wells reported the theft
of a car stereo from the Clark
Hall parking lot.
Carolyn Powell reported
criminal mischief to a vehicle in
the Stewart Stadium parking
lot.

Nov. 2
Michael Lutz reported the
theft of a ca1· stereo from the
Stewart Stadium parking lot.
John Gold reported criminal
mischief to a vehicle in the
General Services Building
parking lot. The tires were
slashed.

Information for this report
was obtained from Capt. Carl
Martin of the University depart·
ment of public safety. Anyone
who sees a crime or has inform a·
tion regarding one should phone
the department of public safety
at 762-2701.

7"

'The Murray State News' awarded press honors
The Murray State News earned a medalist rating from the
Columbia Scholastic Press
Association and a first place
rating from the Associated Collegiate Press for issoes published during the spring semester
1987.

The News scored 953 out of
possible 1,000 points in earning
Columbia's highest award. Two
All-Columbian honors were
granted in presentation and
general operations.
In the Collegiate competition,

the paper scored the maximum
number of points in sports
coverage, news stories, front
page, opinion page, copy
editing, proofreading, headline
schedule, body typography,
printing quality, photo content
and cutlines.

Any large one
riginal crust

Only$7 77
Each Additional Ingredient
only 7 7

e» .
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Life House gets needed
shot in arm from benefit
By KIM WADE

Reporter
Murray ' s Life House
Pregnancy Center held an an·
nual fund-raising banquet. Monday, and " it was a success," said
Phil Kilby, director of Life
House.
Life House solicited friends
and asked them to donate
money by "buying a table.'' said
Jim Stuart, treas urer and
trustee at Life House.
A table consisted of eight
seats and their goal was to fill
as many tables as possible,
Stuart, a professor of biology at
Murray State, said.
Approximately 160 people attended the banquet, Kilby said .
ThoAe who were present were
either interested in the purpose
of the Life House or needed a
"shot in the arm," he said.
\
Many people were interested
to hear how the Life House
operates, Kilby said. After the
presentation people were en·
couraged to contribute to the
center. Kilby said pledges were
made but there are still many to
be collected.
Bob Amis, of WNKJ radio in
Hopkinsville, served as key
note speaker, Kilby said. Amis
is a big supporter and a good
community resource person, he
said. "We were really fortunate
to have him."

Stuart said the banquet was
also a success from the educational standpoint. The presenta·
bon described what Life House
was all about. Life House is
here to serve young, pregnant
women in crisis and provide the
Christian response to a crisis
pregnancy, Stuart said.
Most clients are college-age
women who are living in the
dorms and have no where to go
when they leave, Stuart said.
"We are able to provide Christian homes for these girls."
Many women know they want
to keep the child, but the crisis
is finding somewhere to live,
Stuart said.
"We are a crisis pregnancy
center for any problem," Kilby
said. Women of all ages come to
the center for assistance of all
kinds, he said.
Women who become pregnant
and are unsure about keeping
the baby are offered counseling,
Kilby said. The clients at Life
House have many different
counseling needs, he said.
A baby may come during the
Wl'Ong time in the lives of many
women, Kilby said. Many are
involved in their career and feel
it is not the right time.
Others come to the center
because of broken relationships.
The Life House offers counseling in every situation, but is
most successful with repairing

relationships, he said.
Many clients are in need of
financial help, Kilby said. The
Life House provides maternity
clothes, infant furniture and
clothes to women who need
them, he said.
The unwed women feel
stigmatized and they come to us
for support, Kilby said. The support counselors provide objec·
tive counseling, yet are sympathetic to their situation. The
counselors act as a sounding
board for the clients, Kilby said.
Advice on birth control is also
given at the center, Kilby said.
The Life House refers women to
doctors who can prescribe birth
control, he said.
Clients are assured that
everything is free and confidential, Kilby said. This policy is
especially important to teenagers who are fearful of their
parents, he said. "This crisis
weighs heavy on their minds."
Life House is open to women
for any length of time, Kilby
said . Some clients only need advice for a short time while
others may need help for a
longer period of time. Kilby said
there is no time limit on the services at Life House.
For more information about
Life House contact Kilby at
753-0700 between 9:30a.m. and
4:30 p.m. or Stuart at 753-9295.

Seminar series focuses on probl.ems
of different areas of hazardous waste
By LISA CHAPPELL

Wnter
"Hazardous Wastes: Managing the Problem" is the first of
six seminars sponsored by the
department of safety, engineering and health at Murray State
U niveroity.
"Those people concerned with
hazardous wastes are invited to
attend," said Marvin Mills,
faculty adviser of the first
seminar. " People from industry, business and goverment
will be represented."
The seminar, scheduled Tues·
day from 1-6 p.m. in the
Barkley Room of the Curris
Center, will feature experts on
hazardous waste management:
Benjamin Ross, industrial
hygienist with the U.S. Occupa
lional Safety and Health Administration in Atlanta and
Staff

William Burger III with the
Kentucky Natural Resources
and Environmental Protection
Cabinet.
Also speaking will be John
Clerici, engineer, safety officer
and associate with Golder
Associates, Inc., an Atlanta con·
suiting frrm and Bob Quier Jr.,
director of education and training with the J .T. Baker
Chemical Company of
Phillipsburg, N.J.
"The series covers a broad
spectrum from waste management to robotics and disaster
planning," Mills said.
This is the second annuttl
seminar series.
"The series last year was
wonderful. We had an excellent
turnout," Mills said.

~~MeliS~
"Makes gating ~ite !asty"

Randy Pace
Manager
309 North 16th Street
Murray, KY

phone: 7S3-5482

Drugs
*12 pack @!:D~ products $2.99

*We will not be undersold
on our prescriptions
5tore

H
Monday - Saturday 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
ours: Sunday 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Bel Air Shopping Center
753-8304

200/o Off

Storewide
Todays Fashions at Yesterday's Prices

~ D<1I\S > nt.lnt

>

aJ'lti ~6

Murray's Nearly New Shop
Court Square
A Great Uttle Place to Shop

Each seminar in the series
averaged more than 100 people.
The seminars scheduled for
next !!emester will focus on
transportation safety, the
modern mission of the safety
professional. robotic safety, in·
dustrial toxicology and diaaster
planning.
Murray State students and
facuHy may attend the
seminars at no cost. For others
there is a fee of $20 for each
seminar or $100 for the series of
six. A $25 fee will be charged at
the door for each seminar.
Continuing education credit
is also available.
For information or to
preregister, call the department
of safety , engineering and
health at 762-2488.

The Staff at

Perfect Choice
cordially Invite you to join them
In their open house festivities

Sunday Nov. 15

Perfect Choice
Central Shopping Center
Murray
759-1246

"HIRING( Govemmentjobsyour area. Many immediate
openings without waiting list
or test. $15,000-$68,000.
Call (602) 838·8885. EXT.
4852

...

0

TO QUALITY

NiWS

OIVISIOH OF ASHI.A~O O.l, INC

801 Coldwater Rd.
Murray, KY

CALENDAR
Nov. 13

Friday

Student Pay Day.
Intramural Racquetball Sinlflu entry
deadline. 107 Carr Health.
Alpha Gamma Delta Rock·A·Thon. Curris
Center, noon.
Tenneaeee Best Ranger Competition. ROTC ,
Tennessee Tech, Cookeville, Tenn ., noon .
Percussion Ensemble Concert. Annex Recatal
Hall, 8 p .m. Free.
Kentucky Auociation for Health, Phy81cal
Education, Recreation and Dance State
Conference in Frankfort. Contatt the Dtpart·
mentor Health, Physical Education and Recrea ·
tion for more information.

Nov.14

Saturday

Steve Moore Exhibit. Nov. 14·25, Curris
Center Gallery
Governor'• Minority Student Collece
Preparation Program Orientation. Curns
Center, 9 a.m.-noon.
Open Horae Show. Expo Center, • p.m. $2.
' 'Covenant" Ch..Utian Muaic Concert.
Stables, 7 p.m.
Thorouabbred High School Speech Tournament. Faculty Hall, 7:30 a.m .
Racf'r Football. Middle TenneSSI'to
Men'a and Women's Cross Country. NCAA
Region lll Championships, Greenville, South
Carolina.
Tennessel' Best Ranaer Competition.
Continued.

Sunday

Nov. 15

Faculty Recital. Farrell Recital Hall. 2 p.m
Free
Indoor Soccer. Carr Health, 8:30 p m.
Tennessee Best Ranger Competition.
Cuntinued.

~
M~o_
n~
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y _________
Nov.16
Advanced Scheduling for 1988 Sprlnlf
Seme11ter. Senioi'IJ. CurriB Center Ballroom, 8
am .-6p.m
Board of Relfents meeting.
1'hanluglvlng Needline. Cannt'd food dona·
t•una can be m.ade to the front de~~k or Regent.»
Hall throu'h Nov. 22.
Sweat 30 Aerobics. Carr Health, 12:30 and
5:30 p.m.
Rehabllhatlon Club meeting. 420 Wells, 3
p .m
Turkey Shoot. Rifle Range, 3-8 p.m.
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AROUND CAMPUS
FEE PAYMENT
Prior to scheduling for the Spring
1988 semester, all students must pay
any outstanding accounts. Payment
can be made in the Curris Center
Ballroom from 8 a.m.·6 p.m. on Mon·
day through Thursday, Nov. 16·19,
and from 8 a.m.-4 p.m. on Friday,
Nov. 20. There will be someone in the
Curris Center during tllese scheduled
times who will be able to answer
questions about accounts. Contact the
Accounts Receivable Office in Sparks
Hall at 762 -4227 for more
information.

Pre-aeaaon Baaketball. Carr Health,
5:30..10:30 p m.
Alpha Epailon Rho TV Auction. Price Doyle
Fine Arts, 7 p m.
"How To Prepare For Final Exams." Spr·
anger Hall Lobby, 7 p.m.
Walleyball. ~rr Health, 8:30p.m.

Tuesday

Nov. 17

Advanced Schedullnlf for 1988 Sprinlf
Semester. Juniors. Curris Center Ballroom, 8
a.m.-6 p.m.
Last day to drop tecond half..emester
course with "WP" or "WE."
Briltol-Meyen lnterviewa. Programmer or
analyst programmer poaihons. Times prescheduled in Placement Office.
Ground Breaklnlf Ceremony. For Industry
and Technology Building, 10 a.m.
Hazardous Waste Seminar. Barkley Room,
Curris Center, 1·5 p.m.
Mathematics Pla<'ement E11am. For spring
math class prerequisites. Counseling and
Testing Ceter, Ordway Hall, 3 p.m. 762-6851 for
information.
Alzheimers Dtaeaae and Related Diaord.ers
Support Group.. "Legal Concerns or the Elder·
ly," Lake Haven Health Care Center, Hwy. 641
Benton, 4 p.m. 527-3296 for mformation.
Student Aerohlca. Carr Health, 4 p.m.

ALPHA EPSILON RHO
AUCTION

1988 CAMPUS LIGHTS
AUDITIONS

Alpha Epsilon Rho, national broad·
casting society, will conduct its 15th
annual television auction live on
MSU·TV 11 on Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday, Nov. 16·18, beginning at
7 p.m. The auction will include bid·
ding on a variety of merchandise
ranging from handbags to wicker ac·
cessories donated by merchants in
Murray and Mayfield. Bids may be
placed by calling 762·4737 while the
auction is on the air or made in person on the sixth floor of the Doyle
Fine Arts Center.

Chorus and cast auditions will be in
the Recital Hall Annex of Doyle Fine
Arts building at 6:30p.m. on Nov. 22
and at 8:30 p.m. on Nov. 23. Band
auditions will be in the Jazz Band
Room of Doyle Fine Arts building at
6:30p.m. on Nov. 22 and 8:30p.m. on
Nov. 23. Auditions for feature
dancers will be in Lovett Auditorium
at 6 p.m. on Nov. 23. Special talents
being sought for this year's show are
tap dancers and Elvis impersonators.
For information contact Tim Green at
762·2514 or Jerome Richardson at
762-2829.

Student Law Aasociatlon meetlnc. 155
Businaas Buildang, 4:30 p.m.
Pr... Phyalcal Therapy Club meetlnc. 251
Blackburn, 6:30 p.m.
"Make A Friendship Bracelet." Wh1te Hall
Lobby, 7 p.m.
Poetry Reading. Christopher Davia. Clara M.
EAgle Gallery, 7:30p.m.
Walleyball. Continued
Turkey Shoot. Continued
Pre-llt'aaon Basketball. Continued
Alpha Epsilon Rho TV Auction. Continued.

Wednesday

Nov. 18

Advanrf.d Schedullnf for 1988 Sprlnc
Semeater. Sophomores. Curria Cente r
BAllroom, 8 am 6 p.m.
Memphl11 City Schoola Interview•. Elemen·
tary and secondary certified candidata. Times
pre-scheduled in Placement Office.
"Kl'ntucky Kingdom" Audltiona.
Movie: "Mosquito Coaat." Cun-ie Center
1'healea·, $1·3:30 p.m., $1.25 . 7 and 9:30 p.m.
"St-ven Daya In China." Phi Alpha Theta
History Honors Society, 506 Faculty Hall, 4 p.m.
Chna Club meeting. Mississippi Room, Currie
Center, 6 p.m.
"UndentandJnlf Men." Dtck HolTman Whate
Hall Lobby, 1 p.m.
Men'a Basketball. Home. DTV !Germany I, 7:30
pm

"Kiss Me Kate." Robert E. Johruon Theater. 8
pm. $4.
Lady Racer Basketball. flume. Ft. Campbell,
5:15p.m.
Walleyball. Continued.
Turke.)' Shoot. Continued
Pre-season Basketball. Continued.
Alpha Epsllon Rho TV Auction. Continued.

Thursday

Nov. 19

Advanced Schedullnlf for 1988 Spring
Semester. Freshml'n. Currit Center Ballroom, 8
a m .-6 p.m.
Great American Smokeout.
ROTC Career Day. Dance Lounge, Curris
Center, 8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Strategic Plannlnc Team for ~artment of
Home ~onomlcs. Apphl'd Science Building.
North Tower LQunge , 1 p.m.
"Compassion International Sponsorship
Drive." Second Floor Lounae. Regents Hall, 6
p.m.
MSU National lntercollelflate Rodeo
Aasociation Rodeo. Expo Center, 7:30p.m. $4
OMAS StudJo Hazards Awarenese Day.
Fourth floor, Doyle Fine Arta Building, 7:30p.m.
Student Alumni Aasoclatlon meeting. CWTis
Center Theater, 8 p.m
Walleyball. Continued
Turkey Shoot. Continued.
"Kiss Me Kate." Continued.
Prf>o!leuon Baskftball. Continued

tld'l'.,..... HILLS

I"-.::IFW2'•~....

Tubby's
Tubby's Steak Subs
1\.lbby's Burger Subs
B.B.Q.Subs
Specialty Subs
Lite Bites
Jumbo Sandwiches

SHOPPING CENTER
-MURRAY-

753-5095

Soup of the day
Chili
Tubby's Slen der Salads
Tubby's "Premium"

50% more meat & cheese (additional)

(Hand-dipped) ICE CREAM

......••••..••..••.

••...•.•..

•
~·
Dcc. 7

M.s.u.

s

Beverages

~ ·········~· · ·· ··· · · ······ · ····· ·· · · ···· · ·· ·· ···

Expirea
Dcc.7
M.S.U.
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MONEY BACK
MEAT
GUARANTEE

U.S.O.A. Grade '/fi Basted 110 LBS. &UPII

Riverside
Turkeys

KROCERINC!

f you are not completely satisfied
I
c d urchase
. h nymeat or sea.oo
p
Wlt a \ d\n
store,s\mplybr
nt>
.
fromt h1s
·n
proof of purchase and we WI
gladly refund dou~\e your
purchase pnce.

·••

pound

49C

LilliIT ONE WITH ADDITIONAl PURCHASE/
\

US.D.A. Grade 'I( Holy Farms
FamilY Pak Mixed Parts Of

Cir'ade wFrOzen 14/ 7 LBS.. AVC.J

U.S..D.A. Choice Crain Fed Beef
untrimmed Wholesale cut

Frying
Chicken

Turkey
Breast

Whole New

J9C

S129

S2fiED

pound

pound

'

.

.....

pound

SJ!l

-~
COIIIMW.
MIX

Ito...

~:i--ft

White or Buttermilk

Pepsi Free, olet PePSi or

Pepsi

cola

21iter

bottle

78C

Martha White

Kroger Multl·<iraln

Kellogg'S

Kroger

cornMeal
Mix

sandwich
Bread

Krispies

Rice

Chocolate

.~aac
bag

ggc
Bell
J
Peppers ....................: S1

C311ftrnla

sno·White
cauliflower ............~:
fmll, crtspc~r•lllltrs or

240Z.79C
loaf

''NtW Crop" WaSIII• ItORSUtt llllllo
Extra FIIKY " ld or Rtd

n Slrt

Clllfoflla 1111

Delicious
Apples .. ................... -.

Ribier
Grapes .........................

l tssiUIPPI GrNI

I IIII, Midi..

sweet
J
Potatoes ..................:

Yellow
JIlL
.
0DIODS .......... ......... ..•a•

cornbread, Chicken or
Long Crain & Wild Ri ce

Facial Tissue

Purina

Stove TOp

Puffs

251b.bag

"~··129

':.o:S149

Chunk Dry

Dog chow

Milk

stuHing
6 oz. box

ggc

...,,...._..

, ..._~

I

ggc
ggc

Kraft Salad Dressing

Miracle
Whip

PIUS

32 oz. jar

75 ct. box

i4WA8" t(RCXiiR COUPON•--·-.....

fiF

I

crade Frozen
Stew1ngor
I
EE• BAKING
HEN
'T>;

I with the purchase of a
I Bryan center Piece Ham
I1 at
the r etail of $2.59 per pound
with this coupon. Limit one coupon per

_________________..,

I customerpervlslt suuJecttoappllcable
xes. explresNov. 15th, 1987.

l!

0250·1541

Let's go Krogering for the best of everything including the COST CUTTER price!

•
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Boren peddles
toward goals,
competitions

Bicycles provide
convenience,
fun, exercise
By CATHY COPE

By CATHY COPE

Staff Writer

Staff Writer

A 5-year-old boy struggles to
make his feet reach the peddles
and keep his balance on his two·
wheel bike.
Mike Boren, a freshman art
major from Evansville, Ind., has
come a long way since his attempts as a child to ride a bike.
Boren races in bike competitions all over the United States
and Canada.
Boren's interest in racing
began when he went to a bike
shop one day and a man started
talking to him about racing and
invited him to go along to a
competition.
"We've been friends ever
since," he said. "He has helped
me a lot."
Boren has been racing for
three years. "I compete when I
can during the summer," Boren
said. "Arqund three or four
times a week."
Boren said that most of his
summer is spent on the road
traveling to different states and
competitions.
"I haven't had the time to
race or train since I've been at
school,'' he sa id " When 1 do
train, 1 ride about 45 miles a
day."
His dedication to bike racing
is proven because "every other
day I shave my legs.''
" I get a lot of ridicule about
that," Boren said.
He shaves his legs in order to
stop any infection resulting
from a fall .
Of the three different types of
racing, Boren said he is best at
criterion, "which is primarily in
large cities and is around 30
miles long."
He rides a blue and yellow
Gitane bike, and wears black
pants a jersey, and a helmet.
"There is no other protection," he said.
Boren said he feels that this
year was his best year.
"I made qualifications for nationals in the Pan Am team,"
Boren said. " I placed fourth."

MIKE BOREN, a freshman art major from Evansville, Ind., competes In races across the country
on his Gltane bicycle.

"I was suppose to go to
Boulder, Colo., but I d idn't have
the funds."
The least memorable thing
that happened was ''my first
race which was in Milwaukee,"
he said. "I wasn't training."
"It was the biggest national
event for my age group and I
was pulled off because I was too
slow."
He said a good sprint for him

is 35 miles per hour. He said
bicyclists racing down the side
of a mountain can reach speeds
as fast as 65 miles per hour.
"In January I will try getting
back into the swing of things,"
Boren said. "If things go well,
I'm going to try out for t he
Olympics."
He said hie parents are very
supportive, yet, they are not so
supportive that they will let

him quit school.
"I've been stranded in the
middle of nowhere and they've
brought me home," he said.
After college, he said he plans
to race for about two more
years, then will settle down
with his art wor k.
Despite the physical demands
of the sport and the costs involved, Boren said he is hooked on
the sport.

\
BICYCLES, such as those
parked In front of Regents
Hall, provide a convenient
ahernatlve to walking across
campus for some students.
Photo by ROBIN CONOVER

.....

Some students and fac\Jity
find that two wheels are better
than four.
Bicycles prove to be a qmck
fm·m of transportation, as well
a s a means of exercise, they
said. But there are also those on
campus who consider cycling to
be a challenging sport.
" I am a bicyclist,'' said Gwen
Lerch, a senior from Waterloo,
Ill. " I ride for pleasure first and
exercise second." She said that
~he-rides everyday "usually on
tliel>ack roads."
Lerch said her main interest
is toul'ing with bicycling
groups. ''I have been in tours as
faa· north as Michigan and as far
east as Vermont."
"I've been riding five or six
years,'' said Dr. Charles Steffen , associate professor of
history. ''In contrast to runn·
ing, bicycling allows me to get
way out of town." He also said
that "bicycling is more
physically pleasing than pounding your feet against the
pavement."
One aspect of riding that
students seem to like is that it
is time saving, when trying to
travel ncros.s campus.
" I ride everywhere,'' said Barby Drury, a senior from Bardstown. She said that she rides
her bike just to get around.
"I ride my bike because I'm
tired of walking," said Zachary
Townsend, a sophomore from
Dixon. Townsend said he rides
about two miles a day for fun
and for exerciRP~
Because it is cheap transportation or they don't own a car,
other students rely on their
bikes.
Denise Hijab, a junior from
Texat·kana, Texas, said, "I ride
everywhere because my car is
broken." On the average, she
said she rides about 20 to 30
miles a week.
Jeff Schindler, a tresnman
· from Marshall County, said he

See BIKES
Page 17

Facts about cycling
• Last year 75,000 went cycle
touring for a day or more;
25,000 rode 9.5 million miles
in 39 cross-state rides.
• About 1.8 million pedal to
and from work every
morning.
• Boulder, Colo., bas more
bikes (56,000) than cars
(52,000).
• Last year 12.3 million bikes
were sold. Americans spent
$2.3 billion on bikes and
gear.
• The bicycle has been
around for nearly 80 years.
• Ony 57 percent of bikes are
made in the United States.
Source: USA Today
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~PP~ B'wssoM B'outique

~~rr~rurrj>~ ~

o.wn..-

Friday, Nov. 1315

"Moonlight Madness"

Open House Sunday

open 9 a.m. - ot1 p .m., wll clote C'l"d re-open from 6 -10 p.m.

Entire stock of Junior - Missy Pants
SAVE 25% off
Reg. $21 - $44 value
Smart Parts - Daily Habit - Christy Girl

50% Off Fall MerchandiM
Special Sates on Selected Items
,
:

•
• PhoM: 7~

Present this coupon on Sunday, Nov . 15 ONLY

On 1M Court tqucn

Mulray, ICY

~-------------------------------------~-----~
~----------------------------------------------------..

--------------------------------------------~
~-------------------------------------------~

Treas

10'%. Off Pwchase ot $10 or More
Witt\ Thll Coupon
113 Soul! All Slreet

::loitcenter~

Cosmeto{ogy fJ3y La'lJora

And Full Line Lumberyard
Bring this ad in for 1 0 °/c, off
first purchase!

Tanning Sessions

10 for $25

· coupon not good on special orders or sale items
·expires Dec. 9.

with this coupon

STORE HOURS:
Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-6 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sunday 1 p.m.-5 p.m.

BEL-AIR SHOPPING

CENTER
753- 1390

Dixieland Center

------------------------------------------~
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------------------------------------------~

The $13.99 Store

r--------------------------------------------,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

"Fashions For Fractions"

.

$3 OFF

arrtngs

ss
1 from

Every night Is MSU Student
night during Nov. '87. With this
coupon and valid student
1.0.
.

Off every Item In the store
(Excludes sale racks & acceasortes)

)lg dlscountsl

phone: 753()658

Must present this coupon
Expires Nov. 19

:

---------------------------------------~ ~---------~~--------------------------------~
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REBD[Ift~ES

, Dinners
ts OF YOUR PARIY.
Y BE PURCHASED AT
t valid with other offers.
ts. Tax not included.

$2 Off Haircuts for
the month of November.
'Designer: Lisa. .J1l{[m
753{)882

Dixielood Center

~-------------------------------------------~

·-------------------~

r-------------------------------------------~
DARers
:

~

~ $2 OFF

PIZZA VILLA

~ Medium Thin

~

!a
~

~

Any JToppings

PIZ~

:

$3 OFF ~ ~
Large Thin

753·0900
EAT IN · PICK uP · DELIVERY

~

~
~

e

EXPffiES NOV. 31,1987
TERRY U NANCY DARCY. OWNERS
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.~ ){ ·~ ·~ ! !
Bring this coupon in for 10 Free Matching
Cover Sheets and Envelopes with
purchase of our Resume SpeciaL ·

Murray Data Graphics
408 Main St.
753-2203
Offer good thru Dec. 1987

24 Hour Rentals-All VHS
No Membership Fee
VCR & Film Rental

~---------------------------------·
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Shear Lu~qsv
Now Offers

Nails

Sculptured & Nail Tips

$50FF
Call For Appointment
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~Kiss

Me Kate' premieres Nov. 18
with romantic, humorous plot
By TIM PENA
Staff Writer

PI'IOto by ROBIN CONOVER

DAVID REED of Paducah, Tony Sima of Louisville, John Watson of Marton, Jeff Garrard of
Henderson and David Carroll of Owensboro fold the flag between the Wrather West Kentucky
Museum and Wilson Hallas part of military science department Veterans Day ceremony.

MSU honors veterans of war
By JENNA NEWTON
Staff Writer

For soldiers, Veterans Day is
a day for remembering.
For civilians, it is a day for
thanking the many thousands
of men and women that have
represented the United States
in battle.
Veterans Day commemorates
the signing of the armistice that
ended World War I on Nov. 11,
1918.
President Woodrow Wilson
proclaimed Nov. 11 as a national day of mourning in 1919.
Originally called Armistice
Day, the name was changed to
Veterans Day in 1954 to honor
the fallen soldiers in all wars.
Murray State held a commemorative service Wednesday
to honor its veterans. A color
guard detail dressed to represent soldiers from World War I,
World War II, Vietnam, Korea
and the present-day lowered the
flag adjacent to Wrather · Hall
and gave a presentation in

Cwnpua 1tav-' repr...nta~M
nNded 1D pi'UinOit Spring Break
trip to Florida. Earn money. ''"
travel, and outstanding mwkellng

experience. Call lnter-c.tnpua
Progrwna at 1·100....33-n47

memory of faculty and student
veterans of these wars.
Veterans at Murray State
seem to have mixed emotions
about Veterans Day and the
wars in which they fought .
John Faughn, a professor in
the department of political
science and legal studies, ~pent
27 years in the Air Force and
served as a combat pilot in
Korea and Vietnam.
He said tbat his experience in
war happened so long ago that
he really did not think about it
on Veterans Day. Faughn also
said lhat people in Kentucky
seem to give Veterans Day less
emphasis than people in other
statel:i.
Dr. Bob McGaughey, chair·
man of the department of journalism and radio/television and
a Vietnam veteran, said he
thmks of his friend Jerry
Roberts, a helicopter pilot killed
in the Vietnam war and the
man the Pi Kappa Alpha lodge
in Murray is named after.

<407

s.

See KISS ME KATE
Page 17
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The Dakota

Publicize your events
free.

Open House

Why poy for poster11
which no one may read
when you can place
your announcement on

Sunday, Nov. 15
p.m. - Sp.m.

The Mu1-ray State
News' Caltmdar? The
News is happy to pro·

---------------------,
3 piece chicken dinner
olfer good

"We also act as a liaison bet·
ween veterans at MSU and the
Veteran's Administration,"
Furgerson said.

Deatbom St. 11815

1

I

"At Veterans Services, we of·
fer veterans assistance in attending school and applying for
assistance by verifying and certifying records," said Bill
Furgerson, director of Veterans
Services.

Chbgo, UJ. 80605

3 pJecea ofteDder ~f.rle4
eblckell. frlfs, tlaw, freDch bread

II

Murray State offers a variety
of services for veterans and the
children of veterans throughout
the year through the Office of
Veterans Services.

Poat •ert~alog ma..nala on
your college camput. O.llila,
write Collegiate Poater Network

Tuesday Night

Mllbt-'
(r~ular price $3.116}

"I appreciate Veterans Day
more as I get older," said Lt.
Col. Jim Vaughn. "A lot of
tbings mean a lot more now. I'm
proud to be an American and 1
am glad we have the things we
have."

Be Self-Employed!

Fried Chicken Special

-

"1 think about Jerry and peo·
ple I was in Nam with,''
McGaughey said. "It causes you
to think."

Kiss Me Kate, Cole Porter's
musical retelling of William
Shakespeare's Taming of the
Shrew, will be presented Nov.
18-21 at the Robert E.
Johnson Thealn· and pro·
mises to be a fantastic show,
director Karen Balzer said.
"People like musicals",
Balzer said, "they have good
energy and are a lot of fun."
Kiss Me Kate is a story of
"mistaken identity, romance
and hilarious antics," Balzer
said. The play involves a se·
cond rate theater company's
pe1·formance of a "rewritten,
reconstructed" version ofTaming of the Shrf!W during
the late 1930 s.
Along with the incidents
that evolve, the male and
female lead characters, Fred
Graham and Lilli Venessi, a
divorced couple, bring their
real-life spats on stage during
their performances.
The play is further
highlighted by the appearance of two gangsters
who hold Lilli hostage for a
poker debt that Fred supposedly did not pay up on, but
really bad nothing to do with.
Balzer said she has high ex
pectations for Kiss Me Kate.
"It's an extremely marvelous
show, and the cast we have is
doing a fantastic job - ex·
cellent singers, excellent
dancers and excellent per·
formers - I can really see the
show pulling together," she
said.
Mark G. Lamb, assistant
director and choreographer,
said he worked in professional
theater during the summer
and .s aid he feels the cast of
Kiss Me Kate is much better
in comparison. "As a whole, I
think that this is probably
one of the most talented casts
I have ever worked witb," he
said.
"Rayla Beth Bridges, Kent
Jenkins, Shelley Howell and
Eric Barnes are (the show's)

leads and secondary leads their energy and dedication
causes the entire cast to
become as one .... They give
110 percent to rehearsals and
make people with smaller
parts work bard, so everyone
looks good," said Lamb, a
senior theater major from
Union County.
"Karen works hand in band
with me as an associate in·
stead of just a student
gopher," Lamb said. "She
treats me as an equal.''
Kent Jenkins, a 1984
graduate of Murray State,
who currently works as news
director of WKMS·FM, portrays leading man Fred
Graham in the play.
"I can't wait to do it,"
Jenkins said. ''I am fired up
and tickled pink about. the
show and I think it's one of
the best. I honestly think it's
going to be excellent because
of the progress we're making
and the quality of
performances.
"We have a well-rounded,
very talented cast that is able
to make a big impression on
stage," Jenkins said.
"The set," he said, "is still
not done, but it's already
wonderful. A man of (set
designer) Bill Peeler's talent
should not be in Murray. He
should be on Broadway."
Dancer and chorus member
Carol Guernsey, a junior
theater major from Louisville,
said the show was moving
' ahead of schedule because of
the casts' ability to learn.
"The chorus members are
wonderful dancers - they can
sing well and dRnce equally
as well. Everyone's picking
up the lyrics and steps very
quickly," she said.
"Kiss Me Kate will be good
for people being that it is a
show within a show. So not

" A Full Service Family Resteraunt "
1510 Cbmbrut St.
Muna.y
'ns&9755

vide this service r~ to
our readc111.
Placmg your event on
the Calendar is easy.
fo'irst, stop by our office
1111 Wilson Hall) and
get a Calendar fcwm.
Fill out the form . Final·
ly. aia;•1 it and give it to
someone on our stofT.
Don't keep wtudcnls in

the dark Publicize
your upcoming events
today!

NeWs

* Come see the best of our holiday
collections.
* Specials on furniture, potpourri,
candles and ornaments.
* Door Prizes.
Refreshments will be served.
~Continuing Adventure

1101'1 iiiiiiiii'IS

1

Bel-Air Center

Murray
753·1851
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Patrol walks extra mile for safety
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Wnter

For 10 students known as the
Racer Patrol, walking the cam·
pus "beat" to ensure safety is
just one part of the job.
Capt. Carl Martin, director of
public safety, said members of
the Racer Patrol "basically do a
universal job on campus.'' Not
only do they check buildings
and pnrking lots, but they also
watch for any violations of the
law and University policy, he
said.
The Patrol routinely checks
doors and windows in some
buildings while going through
others (such as the Fine Arts
Building). The Racer Patrol is
also responsible for watching
the dormitory areas.
Dewayne Beal, who is beginning his fifth year as a Racer
Patrol member , said the
Patrol's job is to be the "eyes
and ears for Public Safety."
Protection of the students is
our primary duty, said Bart
Toth, adviser and officer super·
viser for Racer Patrol. "That's
what we're here for," he said.
One method of student protection is the escort service offered
by the Patrol.
Although the use of the service has risen "really
significantly" since an alleged
rape on campus, the service has
not been used enough by
students, Toth said.
Another important duty of the
Patrol is the securing of student
and faculty property, which in-

eludes the patrolling of
buildings and parking lots.
Racer Patrol also helps the
University with crowd and traf·
fic control at ballgames, con·
certs and registration. Members
of Racer Patrol can also v.Tite
parking tickets.
Toth said the Patrol is not the
same as Public Safety. Racer
Patrol members make their
rounds on foot and have no
police or arrest powers, he said.
Public Safety employees are
"full-sworn police officers,"
Toth said, "who are the same as
any other police officer in the
country." Members of Public
Safety must receive training
and graduate from the Police
Academy in Richmond. he said.
The Racer Patrol can, Toth
said, help Public Safety officers
make arrests.
He said that even though the
public safety department has a
nono(:onfrontation policy, the
Patrol can help an officer who
has trouble, making an arrest.
In one instance a few years
ago, a Racer Patrolman and two
Public Safety officers had to
take a knife away from a man
who bad slashed some tires.
More recently, a man was for·
cibly arrested in Woods Hall on
charges of public intoxication,
disorderly conduct and reporting a false fire alarm.
Toth said a Racer Patrol
member's first action after
witnessing a crime is to call a
public safety officer. They can
help make a.n arrest even if
there is no officer present.

Bei-Rir Laundry
& Dry Cleaners
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Slacks, aldrta, sweaters, sportcoats and li&ht jackets

RACER PATROLMAN Paul Johnson, a sophomore from Madisonville, checks a car on campus to
ensure that the tape deck has not been stolen.

When a member of the Patrol up of Beal, Toth and himself.
sees a violation, he can sign an Applications are accepted year·
affidavit describing what be round, be said.
Since September, Toth said,
saw. An officer can then get an
arrest warrant at the county at· the public safety department
has offered the Patrol two electorney's office.
tive
courses.
Those on the Racer Patrol do
One
is a basic first aid class,
take their job seriously, Toth
90 percent of the Racer
which
said. ''They are surprisingly
has taken, he said The
Patrol
dedicated.''
other class is a basic self·
Martin said that to join the defense class.
Racer Patrol, a student must atToth sa1d he believed the
tend full-time and must go Racer Patrol should be looked
before an interview board madP at by students as "assets, not

hindrances, who help protect
the University community.
"I believe if it wasn't for
Racer Patrol," Toth said, "the
campus would be a lot more
vulnerable. I would estimate
that crime would probably
triple."
The Racer Patrol, Toth said, is
"the type of job where we total·
ly need them here every night."
Beal said he agreed, and com·
pared the job to that of the Post
Office's - "The job just has to
be done."

Subby's
Subs-N-Yogurt

ALL$1.50 EACH

Suits (2 pc.) - $2.50
Vest- 1St

Plain Dress- $2.50
Long Coat- $2.50

Laundromat hours: 6 days a week 7 a.m.- tO p.m.
Sunday 9 a.m. -9 p.m.
Store hours: 6 days a week 7 a.m.- 6 p.m.

Time is
Running
Out

When you think of SUBS
Call S-U·B·S
753 ·SUBS

Ric-o
CiaIll

c:::::J

SIAlby's

*
QogerWa

= EE 0-

~

EEE3

FREE delivery for MSU campus
*Delivery orders must be called in a half hour before closing.
~

Moo.- Ttl.tr. 10 am. -12 p.m.
Fri. &Sat. 10 a.m. • 1 a.m.
Sun. 12 p.m.· 12 a.m .

....................................•.•...•............................
The Murray
State News
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Training puts Rangers to test
as they prepare t9 compete
By ALICE DOSS
Staff Writer

Excellence, pride, responsibility, determination and selfconfidence are traits that a very
select group of men and women
known as the Murray State
Reserve Officer Training Corp
Rangers possess.
Becoming a Ranger instills in
a person the ability to learn self
discipline. Rangers get up at a 6
a .m., five days a week, to run
2.5 to three miles.
The program calls for hours of
physical training and dedication but Rangers said the
benefits are numerous.
"Being a Ranger opens up opportunities for real military
schools," said Jeff Perry, a
sophomore business ad ministration major from
Paducah.
"It means life-long friends. If
anyone is in trouble we stick it
out together," said Executive
Officer David Haywood, a
sophomore civil engineer mlijor,
from Grayville, lll.
"Rangers make you more selfconfident to lead the way, and
there is no other way to go
through school to learn things,"
said, Commanding Officer Don
Ray, an agriculture major from
Madisonville.
"Rangers mean tradition,"
said, Cadet 1st Sgt. Richie
Berry, a junior political science
major from Bernie, Mo.
"Being a Ranger is a test of
being physically fit," said candidate Chuck Crabtree, a junior
business administration major
from Hopkinsville.
"We are a group of cadets
which push ourselves to be
faster, smarter, stronger and
learn to never quit," said Ray.
The Ranger motto is
"suasponte" which means "of
your own accord" or one must
do his work because others will
not do it for h1m.

Photo by DAN BAKER

ROBIN (center) and Robert Tillman, senior art majors from
Louisville, juggle art classes and rearing Noel, their
22-month-old daughter.
·

Couple artfully balances
family life, academic life
By KAREN GALLAGHER
Staff Writer

.

Photo by ROBERT PIRTLE

Murray State Reserve Officer Training Corp Rangers construct a rope bridge as part of their training.

Since the last week of August,
the Rangers have been preparing for competition at Tennessee Technological University, Cookville, Tenn., Nov. 13-15.
"This competition is for Ten·
nessee schools, but due to our
geographical location we are in·
vi ted also," said Capt. John
Klemencic, a military science
adviser.
The competition consists of an
army physical test, grenade
throwing, constructing a rope
bridge, patrolling, rappelling,

high and low crawling, and land
navigation.
The Army physical test consists of a two-mile run and a
timed push-up and sit-up drill.
Marksmanship is the learning and use of different types of
weapons and the assembly of
weapons.
Eight people participate in
the grenade throwing exercise.
The targets are a foxhole and a
bunker.
See RANGERS

Some students might think
that it is hard enough to get
themselves through the years
of college without the added
demands of a family to deal
with, but Robin and Robert
Tillman, senior art mlijors
from Louisville, have chosen
this added responsibility.
Robert, who is studying
functional design, and Robin,
who is studying elementary
art education with an emphasis on ceramics, have been
married for two and one-half
years and have a 22-montbold daughter named Noel,
born on Christmas Day.
"I think we're both very
much parents," Robert said.
"That's what's most important to us."
" We're very happy with our
child," Robin said. "She
learns something different
every day and makes us
proud.·'
Raising a family and going

to school can be difficult at
times, the Tillmans said. "We
have to center our time
around Noel," Robert said.
"Sometimes we can't study if
she's having problems. It's
much harder to balance our
time."
Robert is a student aide for
the drawing and painting in·
structors. Robin stays at
home with Noel when she is
not in class.
Robert said Noel sometimes
provides inspiration for his
specialty, functional design,
which consists of making ser·
viceable art pieces, such as
furniture. He said he also
receives his inspiration from
any number of other sources.
" I have no (particular)
focus," he said. "Sometimes I
just drive around looking for
ideas."
The Tillmans will be working together on their senior
exhibit for partial fulfillment
See TILLMANS
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M"osqutto
Coast
Wednesday

Gal 20,-0 Milk $1.99

Curris Center
Theater

Compue our Gold prices
Deep Fried Burrito. Try 'em

Film times: 3:30 p.m.
all tickets $1
7p.m. CVld 93> p.m.
tickets $1 :25 w/MSU I.Di
$2 without MSU 1.0.

Egg Rolls- Try one Today
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Kiss Me Kate, - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - Continued from Page 14
only do you get the play. but
you get bits of Shakespeare,
too," Rick Hudson, who por
trays Han-ison Howell, said.
"It adds a bit of culture and a
bit of class.
• "You get music, comedy and
dance - all the mediums,"
~aid Hudson, a freshman

theater major from Louisville.
"So far, the cast is en·
thusiastic and rehearsals and
blocking are going well.''
Tickets are $3 for students
and senior citizens (ages 50
and up) and $4 for adults.
Group rates are avaliable.
Reservations can be made by

phoning the Robert E.
Johnson theater box office at
762-6797.
·'Since we a1·e already
receiving reservations for the
show, I highly recommend
anyone planning to attend to
get their re~ervations in as
soon as pos~ible," Balzer said.

Brenda·s
Beauty Salon
Uncle Jetrs Shopping Center
641 S. Murray
753-4582

Bikes-----------------------------------------Continued from Page 11
ride~

his bike to class because
he doNm't have a car. He said
he rides about three or four
miles a week getting lo classes.
'' [ ride around campus for exercise and to get to the Alpha
Tau Omega house," Raid Brent
Swiney, a junior from Bernie.
Mo. Swiney said he bought a
bike for school because "it's in·
expensive transportation.·•
Riding a bike can also relieve
stress·

Jenny Lowsser, · a freshman
from Madisonville said, "I ride
mainly for exercise." She said
~:~he ulso rides her bike bl!cause
it helps t•elieve the stress from
her cl~sses. "I ride around Murray after classes."
"I ride mainly for exercise
and to get rid of tension from
school," said Lee Ann Rayburn,
a freshman from Murray. ' 'I
don "t ride to class often because
it's too much trouble." She said
that she mainly rides around

Murray and it is basically a
hobby.

lethal Weapon

Kirsten Beny, a worker at
Leisure Connection in the Cur·
ris Center. t>aid the 3-speed
bicycles are a popular item
among the recreation equip·
ment that is rented out to
students. "They ore gone
almost every day," she said.
She said she felt that riding
bikes was a common form of
recreation for many students.

Rangers---------------------------------------Continued from Page 16

competition will be in the form
of a written test and patrolling.

The construction of the rope
bridge starts with a swimmer
Rappelling is using a rope to
taking the rope across a river maneuver down a cliff or tower,
and anchoring the rope to a while your feet push you away
tree. Then each man hooks from the object.
himself on the rope carrying his
backpack he then pulls himself
The high crawl is done by usacross.
ing your elbows's, feet, and legs
Land navigation is map to crawl a distance of30 meters.
t•eading. This portion of the
The low crawl is done by lying

Alpha Week set for Nov. 17-21
Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity
will sponsor "Alpha Week"
Nov. 17-21.
Events scheduled for the
week are:
• Tuesday, Nov.l7, 7:30p.m.
Annual Gt>ng Show in the
Curris Center Ballroom.
• Thursday, Nov. 19, 7:30
p.m. The Ebony and Ivory
Showcase in Lovett
Auditorium. Immediately
following the show, members
of the Alpha Phi Alpha and

Publicize your events
free.
Why pay for posters
which no one may read
when you can place
your announcement on

The Munay State
News' Calendar? The
News is happy to pro·
vide this service free to
our readers.
Placing your event on
the Calendar is easy.
First, stop by our office
(111 Wilson Hall) and
get a Calendar form.
Fill out the form. Final·
ly, sign it and give it to
someone on our staff.
Don't keep students in
the dark. Publicize
your upcoming events
today!

NiWS

lhe Pi Kappa Alpha fraternities will present a step
show.
• Friday, Nov. 20, 7 p.m. A
three-on-three basketball
tournament will be held , in
the Carr Health Building. A
$10 entry fee is required for
participating teams.
• saturday, Nov. 21, 10;30
p.m. Alpha Ball at Ordway
HalL Admission is $2 per per·
son and $3 pe_r couple.

Welcome Harry To Your House.
119cmt Aatltr;U
Movies $1 .50 Everyday
l'loj6c:IX
f.Jo Membership Fees
nnMan

completely flat on the ground
and crawling under barbed wire
for a distance of 10 meters.
The Rangers prepare for the
competition by honing their
skills through field training ex·
ercises. held in the woods.
The ROTC program at Murray State University has 125 ·
members, 15 of which are
Rangers.

e.tr.,.,.I'I~Jdce

Harry A 1M Handettona
'J.ho'a That Gft?
Cgmk'!g $oql
Outr~ FotU\e

lohtar

Attention Seniors ...
Are you within 6 hrs. of graduation?
If so you can take 6 hrs. of
graduate studies.

ClARIFICATION
In a story in the Nov. 6 issue
of Tlu: Murray State News,
President Kala M. Stroup was
misquoted in the story titled
"Stroup's job requires planning,
long hours."
The last paragraph is incorrect. Regarding the state's
greatest shortcoming, Stroup
said she is concerned about the
ability of high school graduates
to complete job requirements in
the future without some post
secondary work.
The News regrets this error.

The Brothers of
Pi Kappa Alpha would like
to congratulate our
little sisters
on the
homecoming court

'Valerie !fister1 Queen
1(p.ren Caruthers
Susan 'Dickinson
Peggy !J[ofmann
Stephanie Stepliens

For Graduate School Admission Form
Contact:
Phayree Cook
Room 107
Sparks Hall
762-3779

Icehouse album
shows promise

ICEHOUSE

Australia has produced
some of the biggest and best
names in the world of music.
With Aussie groups like
The Saints, The Divynils,
Jimmy Barnes, Kids in the
Kitchen and INXS making
:1eadlines in the music in·
dustry, Australia seems the
up and coming runner on Britian's heels.

Pl'toto by RODNEY PAUL MAYTON

JESSE STUART'S DESK and typewriter are part of the collection kept In the Jesse Stuart Room at
the Pogue Library.

Collection honors Stuart
By DAVID BLACKBURN
StaH Writer

Jesse Stuart, the eastern Kentucky poet, novelist and
educator, died in 1984, but hls
works and his memory remain
alive in the Pogue Library and
in the workshop held at Murray
State each summer.
The Jesse Stuart Room on the
second floor of the library
houses more than 25,000 personal letters, 276 scrapbooks,
momentos and typed and handwritten manuscripts of Stuart's
works.
Jerry Herndon, curator of the
Jesse Stuart collection, said
Stuart donated the articles to ·
Murray State in 1960 as a longterm loan before going to Egypt
to t~ach . In 1977, the articles
became a gift agreement.
Herndon said Marvin
Wrather, former director of
public 11ervice~. suggested that
Stuart donate the material to
Murray State.
Herndon said Wrather had
become friend s with the

poet/author in 1954 when
Stuart suffered a heart attack
soon after addressing the First
District Education Association.
Stuart spent six weeks
recuperating at Murray Calloway County Hospital.
Stuart later wrote The Year of
My Rebirth about that
experience.
Jesse Hilton Stuart is best
remembered for his stories and
poems set in W Hollow, where
he was born, in Greenup Coun·
ty. Many of his 2,100 poems and
52 published books deal with
life in rural eastern Kentucky.
"If America was a person,"
Stuart once said, "Kentucky
would be its heart." In 1954,
Stuart was choHen Kentucky's
poet laureate.
Although Stuart gained
popularity as a regional writer,
he was nationally known as an
educator. The Thread That
Runs S o True won the National
Education Association Book of
the Yeat· award in 1949.
Dr. Delbert Wylder, professor
of English, said he remembers

REVIEW

The current success of
The album presents an ex·
Icehouse's first single, Crazy, cellent mixtut·e of instrumenseems to be the latest exam- tation without driving guitar
ple of the fine musical stan- licks or space age synthriodards that Australia is becom· pop. The instruments seem to
ing known for.
come together in a balance of
The new i y - released beat and melody, which is
Icehouse album, Man of Col- reminiscent of the later music
ours, appears to draw a great produced by TALK-TALK on
deal on the successful sound theirlt':; My Life album.
of the INXS album The SwThe album is highlighted by
ing. Other musical influences the track Electric Blue, which
are evident in the single gives the group its own
Crazy, which incorporates a distinguishable sound among
Roxy Music sound.
the multitude of influences
The music of the album from which it draws.
Those who enJOy brooding
seems to move back and forth
between the pop politics of lyrics accompanied by
INXS and the soulful roman- sometimes mournful melodies
should enjoy Man of Colours.
ticism of Bryan Ferry.
If Icehouse continues to
The transitions are noted develop the original sound
most easily when comparing displayed on this sometimes
the upbeat and danceable philosophical album, they
tracks like Nothing Too should soon JOin the ranks of
Serious and the most
their successful Australian
statement-oriented Anybody's comrades INXS and The
War, with the keening
downbeats of the title track Saints.
- Rick Hudson-

Stuart as a man devoted to the
development of young people
and to teaching.
Stuart's influence as a
teacher, Wylder said, was felt
the strongest in the 1930s.
Wylder said he met Stuart in
1977 at the Jesse Stuart sum·
mer workshop. He said the
poet/author was a very
energetic man who had a strong
Man of Colours.
will, strong mind and strong
ego.
The workshop, started in 1969 Till
by the journalism department,
was later administered by the Continued from Page 16
English department in 1978.
John Adam!!, associate pro- of a bachelor of fine arts
fessor of English, said the degree. They are now working
English department at Vander- on a collaboration piece.
bilt University did not like Robert is designing a wooden
Stuart or his works at the chair and Robin is making the
beginning of his writing career. ceramic inlays for it.
"When doing a collaboration
Wylder said that in the past,
the program had a good follow- piece, we have to be honest and
ing. However, he said, atten· cooperate," Robin said.
"Robin is my best and hardest
dance began to slack off when
Ken Smith, assistant English critic," Robert said.
Robin and Robert met while
professor who had conducted
the workshops, left two years attendi ng Southern High
School in Louisville. Robin
ago.

mans---- - - - - -- - -

FASHION GALLERY

came to Murray State in 1982
on a four-year scholarship for
art students. Robert followed a
year later after the art school he
was attending in Louisville was
closed.
They will be graduating in
December 1988. Their goals in·
elude becoming self-supporting,
with Robin working as a potter
and Robert as a cabinet-maker.
"Right now, we're looking for·
ward to going back to Louisville
and getting on with life,"
Robert said.

!:)]t><::}~~!:i------------------------------------------------N-ov_e_m_b_e_r~:~;~s:~9~!~

Racers set sights
on Blue Raiders
By KEVIN PATTON
Sports Editor

The Racers' match up Satur·
day with Middle Tennessee
State University was expected
to be important in Ohio Valley
Conference race, but since both
teams have suffered two con·
ference losses, the game has lost
some of its spark.
Head coach Mike Mahoney
said he does not think the team
will have any problem preparing for the game mentally.
''They've got a lot of pride,"
Mahoney said. "'fhe seniors
have never had n losing season.
The worst they've ever done is
win seven games. That ' s
enough motivation. They want
to prove they have a good foot·
ball team."
The Blue Raiders have lost
three games in a row, which is
something that is uncommon at
Middle Tennessee.

" H's amazing to me that this
is the first time Aince I've been
here that we get three game
films where they've lost three
games in a row," Mahoney said.
"I know there's n better football
team hidden in there
somewhere. They've just had a
streak of bad luck."
Middle's quarterback Marvin
Collier missed last week's game

with Morehead State Universi·
ty with an injured ankle, but is
expected to play Saturday.
Mahoney said the Racer
defense must contain Collier by
not letting him run the option
and scramble with the ball. Col·
her is sixth in the league in
rushing, averaging 58.8 yards
per game.

FOOIBALL
He said the defense must con·
trol Blue Raider tailback
Gerald Anderson, who is third
in the conference in rushing
yardage, averaging 89.1 yards
per game. Anden;on is also :;c.
cond in the league in scoring
behind Murray State's Paul
Rickert.
Tailback Rodney Payne, a
junior from St. Louis, Mo., will
miss the game with bruised
ribs. Willie Cannon, a senior
from Sarasota, Fla., will move
from fullback to tailback to
replace Payne.
David Williams, a senior from
Madisonville, will start at
fullback, replacing Cannon.
Linebacker Tony Clark, a
junior from Decatur, Ga., will
return to the lineup after miss·
ing two games with an ankle
injury.
Kickoff is set for 1:30 p.m. in
Murfreesboro, Tenn.

r110ro by BRIAN JOHNS

RACER FORWARD JEFF MARTIN, a junior from Cherry Valley, Ark., puts a dunk down in the
team 's annual Blue-Gold game. The Racers have an exhibition game Wednesday at 8 p .m. In
Racer Arena with D.T.V. Germany.

Fourth quarter helps Penguins drop Racers
By KEVIN PATTON

Sports Editor
The Racers' 20-13 overtime
loss to Youngstown State
University Saturday dropped
them out of the Ohio Valley
Conference title contention.
The Racers led 13·3 with eight
minutes remaining in the
game, but the Penguins tied the
game in the closing minutes
and scored a touchdown in over·
time to claim the victory.
"That's the toughest thing
I've ever had to do as a coach
was to walk in that locker room
after the game was over and say
something that meant
something to those kids," head
coach Mike Mahoney said. "I
told them, 'I can't say anything
to take the hurt away.' We
played well enough to win, we
just didn't do it."
The Racers were driving the
ball near the end of regulation.
With six seconds left quarter·

back Michael Proctor, a
sophomore from Sylvester, Ga.,
completed a pass to wide
receiver Richard Miller, a
freshman from Chaffee, Mo., to
put the ball at Youngstown's
35-yard line.
"I saw Richard Miller catch
the ball and go out of bounds,"
Mahoney said. "When I looked
up, I saw two seconds on the
clock. It just kept running. So·
meone should have had the
courage to go back and say
there was at least a second."
If time had been left on the
clock, Paul Rickert, a senior
from Clearwater, Fla., could
have attempted a 52-yard field
goal to win the game.
"Paul might have missed the
field goal, but he didn't get a
chance to kick it," Mahoney
said. "The game is 60 minutes
long, so he's supposed to get a
chance to kick it."
Youngstown scored the only

three points in the first half.
About halfway through the ftrst
quarter, John Dowling kicked a
30-yard field goal.

FOOIBALL
Rickert scored the Racers'
fi rst points early in the third
quarter on a 36-yard field goal.
Later in the quarter, Proctor
connected with fullback Willie
Cannon, a senior from Sarasota,
Fla., on an 11-yard touchdown
pass. Rickert's extra point gave

the Racers a 10·3 lead.
Hickert added a 50-yard field
goal in the fourth quarter to add
to the team's lead.
Dowling added another field
goal with 3:11 remaining in the
game to narrow the Racers' lead
to 13-6.
The Penguins scored their on·
ly touchdown of regulation with
1:02 remaining. Quarterback
Trenton Lykes hit Maury Bi
bent with a 36-yard touchdown
pass. Dowling's extra point tied
the game 13-13.

Youngstown scored on their
first possession in overtime in
just two plays on a 6-yard pass
from Lykes to Rod Love.
The Racers were then given a
chance to even the score. On
third - and-seven from
Youngstown's 9-yard line, Pro.
ctor fumbled to end the game.
Proctor had an excellent game
completing 22 of 30 passes for
264 yards. He needs 415 yards
passing to tie the OVC single·
season record of 2,345 yards.

. OVC FOOTBALL STANDINGS

OCHXL
EASTERN KENTUCKY
YOUNGSTOWN STATE
MIDDLE TENNESSEE
MURRAY STATE
TENNESSEE TECH
MOREHEAD STATE
AUS11N PEAY

CONFERENCE.
:w L T
.. •l ' 0
~
4 1 0
2 ' 2
2 2
2 3
1 3
1 4

o·
0
0
0
0

Photoby nM

RACER FULLBACK V.,LLIE CANNON, a aernor from Saresota, Fla., rushes the ball In the
Homecoming game with Moreheed St8te Unlverstty. Cannon gained 25 yards In lut week's game
wtth Youngatown State Unlverstty.
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Sports information provides Squad awaits season
with strong practices
athletic publicity for MSU
Besides publicity and promoBohnert said he was worried
tion, sports information is in
because the new secretary
charge of the coordination of would have to split her duties
From a small, hidden office in game management and
between secretary of sports inRoy Stewart Stadium comes the halftime planning.
formation and secretary of the
majority of publicity about MurRacer Club.
An office that is responsible
ray State University athletics.
"1 think we were very forThat small, hidden office is for so many different areas
tunate to get Janet to join us,"
would seem to need a large staff Bohnert said.
the Sports Information Office.
Eighty percent of media to operate effectively. However,
"A good secretary is vital to
coverage for Murray State that is not the case in the sports
sports
information," be said.
athletics is generated by the information office.
Bohnert did not have a
Sports Information Office, said
secretary at his previous job to
Director Craig Bohnert,
director Craig Bohnert.
help with his duties.
secretary Janet Futrell and
graduate student Tim Tucker
The secretary's job is demanThe obvious purpose of the of- are the main office workers.
ding and goes beyond the
fice is to publicize Murray State
regular hours of most campus
"We depend a great deal on
athletics, but Bohnert said the
jobs, Futrell said. "Despite the
job takes on several different student help," Bohnert said.
demands, the job has its
avenues.
Four students currently help rewards," she said.
"We !lerve as a public rela- cover sports for the office: David
"Most jobs are work, but this
tions office. in that we deal with Snow, of Hoover, Ala., Terri one is fun," Futrell said.
the media and act as the in· Stanley, of Wood River, Ill.,
In addition to her .s ports intermediary between the Bryan Donnelly, of Louisville, formation duties, she also helps
athletic program and the and Lori Osbron, of Puryear, coordinate Racer Club acmedia," Bohnert said.
Tenn. A ftfth student, Mike tivities. Futrell said her busiest
Ringering, of Ea<Jt Alton, Ill., times are during the summer
''We are in charge of all who is working in the
statistical and historical infor- marketing department of the when she compiles information
mation in the athletic depart- St. Louis Cardinals baseball and results for fund-raising
campaigns.
ment," he said. "We try to keep
club, will be joining them in the•
as complete a history as we can spring.
Bohnert spoke highly of
Futrell and said, "she is more
throughout our compilation of
Futrell is the newest member
statistics and so on."
like an executive assistant than
l)f the staff. She joined sports in· !1 secretal'y.''
The department also handles formation in May replacing
some promotional work, such as Cheryl Beamer, the wife of
As far as his own job is conthe schedule posters that were former head football conch
cemed, Bohnert said sports ingiven away at the Racer foot- Frank Beamer.
formation is a profession he was
bnll home opener. Plans have
made for. With seven interalready been made for a
"I thought we had a really collegiate sports to cover at
schedule cup promotion, spon- good secretary in Cheryl Murray State, Bohnert said,
sored by Murray Cablevision, Beamer," Bohnert said, "and I
things never get boring.
for the exhibition basketball was really worried about losing
"It helps keep you young," he
game Nov. 18.
her."
said.
By RICKY THOMPSON
Sports Wnter

By JEFF BURDGE
Sports Writer

The women's basketball
team is counting down the
preseason practices in anticipation of Nov. 27 and the
opening game of the season
against the University of
Tennessee-Martin.
"We are really getting tired
of beating up on each other.''
said first-year assistant coach
Steve Dills. "We're ready to
play somebody else, so we can
see how we look against
somebody who doesn't know
our offense."
Dills said that the girls
have been working extremely
hard and that there is a great
deal of talent on this year's
team. The Lady Racers have
been known for not having a
strong bench, but with
newcomers like Tawnya
Pierce, of Greencastle, Ind..
the Racers should be able to
go deep to their bench and
still be productive.
"This year's team should be
as good, or better, than last
year," Dills said. "We have
great depth, and we will be

able to go down to at least 10
girls or more. This will help
us out later in the season."

WOMEN'S

BASKElBALL
Dills said that he believes
this past week was probably
the best week of practice thus
far. He also said that Jeannie
Pollmann, of Bartelso, Ill.,
and Karen Johnson, of Memphis, Tenn., along with
Pierce, all had great practices
last week.
"The girls are really getting
anxious for the season to
start," Dills said. "These last
few practice games should
open ota eyes up to a number
of things that we will concentrate on before our rust few
games."
The Lady Racers have a
scrimmage game today at
Trigg County High School in
Cadiz at 7 p.m .
The last exhibition game for
the Lady Racers will be
against Fort Campbell Nov.
18 at 5:15 p.m. at Racer
Arena.

Alpha Epsilon Rho
15th Annual Television Auction
Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday

7 p.m.

Call in bid or come by 6th floor
Price
Pine Arts Center

762-4737

Introducing Arby'se
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A lot of great tastes

belong to this club!

Announcing an outstanding new sandwich, available
only at Arby's: Roast Chicken C lub! .
Arby's delectably tender Roast Chicken is now
teamed with crispy bacon and tangy melted Swiss
cheese, plus crisp lettuce and juicy ripe tomatoes, all
served on a delicious poppyseed bun.
Aaaaahhh - if you want to experience a great new
taste sensation, then join the Club! Try Arby's terrific
new Roast Chicken Club sandwich soon.
Taste T h e A r by's Differen ce.
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Team returns to Murray
for weekend shoot-outs
By RICHARD TODD

In the air·gun competit icm ,
Sports Editor
tl.e Blue Team tallied a final
Mw·ray State, the defending score of 1547 out of 1600, while
national champion, tuned up for the Gold Team shot a 1494.
s ome tough matches this
Schultz topped the individual
weekend with some pretty good
t~hooting last weekend in Cin- scores with a final mark of 390
out of 400, with Stephens
cinnati and Lexington.
finishing second at 388.
ASSIStant

\

Photo by ROBERT CALDWEll

DAVIS MANGOLD of Hickman has a firm grip on the ball during a
flag football game. Mangold Is a member of the PI Kappa Alpha
Intramural team, which won the Intramural championship .

the Blue Team posted a 1557
J>core to set the pace for the
other universities, while the
Gold Team tallied a 1465.
Wigger and Stephens led the
individual competition with
identical scores of 390. Wigger
squeaked past Stephens in a
center-shot playoff to claim top
honors. Marianne Wallace, a
seniot· from Downers Grove, Ill.,
posted a 389 score while Schultz
tallied a 388.

"Our kids shot well," Green
said. ''We had solid perfor.
mances from all of them."

RIFLE

In the competition at Xavier
University in Cincinnati, the
Blue Team posted a score of
4657 oUt of 4800 in the small
bore division, while the Gold
Team had a final score of 4517.

The team then moved on to
Lexington to shoot at the
University of Kentucky. The
Blue Team posted a small bore
total of 4641, while the Gold
Team finished with a score of
4546.

The competition will be keen
this weekend as 11 of the nation's top 20 rifle teams come to
Murray for meets against
Green's shooters.

Alison Schultz, a senior from
Among the individuals,
Ann Arbor, Mich., won in- Stephens topped the Murray
dividual honors in small bore. State shooters with a final
She and Gary Stephens, a mark of 1170. Deena Wigger, a
senior from Columbus, Ga., tied junior from Colorado Springs,
with scores of 1172 out of 1200. Colo., placed second with a
However, Schultz won in the score of 1166.
playoff with a center shot.
In the air-gun competition,

Today, Murray State takes on
the U.S. Air Force Academy at
12:30 p.m., and then faces the
University of Alaska at noon
Sunday. Both matches will be
at the Stewart Stadium
'!hooting range.

Competitive practices ready team for exhibition
With two full weeks of prac·
lice behind them, members of
the Racer basketball team are
beginning to jostle for starting
positions as the Nov. 18 exhibi·
tion game with D.T V. Germany draws near.

''From a program standpoint,
we're implementing some new
systems which are taking more
time and attention than usual,"
Newton said, "but the team is
progressing well as a whole.

BASKElBALL

" By far , these have been the
most competitive preseason
" Obviously, there are several
practices I've seen," said head intense battles for positions,"
coach Steve Newton. " All of the he said. "That's a plus we
players are working hard for haven't had the past couple of
starting positions, and it's years, and that's attributable to
showed in the intensity of their our quality depth."
practice effort.''
The recruiting wars have
brought improved depth to the
Racers, which Newton said is
the primary reason for the intense battles for starting nods.

Three of the five starting jobs
are yet to be determined,
Newton said. Only forward Jeff
Martin, a junior from Chen-y
Valley, Ark., and point guard
Don Mann, a junior from

Dyersburg, Tenn., have definite
starting jobs.
"We have positive back-ups
for Jeff and Don now, but the
post., power forward and
shooting guard positions are
still undetermined,'' Newton
said.
·
The greatest competition is
coming under the boards, where
Racer fans can expect improved
rebounding. Robert McClat·
chey, a senior from Memphis,
Tenn., has fully recovered from
a stress fracture which slowed
his progress last season. He is
making his presence felt at the
post.
Chris Ogden, a sophomore
from St. Louis, Mo., has
demonstrated improvement at

Foster and Sias each totaled
11 points for the Blues, while
Paul King, a freshman from St.
Louis, added nine and George
Kimbrough, a junior from
Louisville, scored seven.

Of the newcomers, inside men
Carl Sias, a senior from Alexan·
dria, La., and Linzie Foster, a
For the victorious Gold team,
junior from St. Louis, Mo., both
are contending for starting A.J. Mensey, a sophomore from
assignments, as are guards St. Louis, scored nine points.
Terence Brooks, a junior from Doyle added eight, while Me·
Paris, and Lorenzo Doyle, a Clatchey and Greg McQueary, a
junior from Campbellsville,
junior from Charleston, Mo.
scored ~~even each.
In the team's annual Blue·
Gold scrimmage Saturday, the
Ogden scored four points for
Blue defeated the Gold 77·59. the Golds, while Jeff Robbins, a
Martin, of the Gold team, led all freshman from Muncie, Ind.,
scorers with 22 points.
~>Cot·ed two points.
Mann led the Blue team in
scoring with 19. Brooks had 15
points, followed by Gold with 14
for the Blue team.

Dion Elliott, a junior from
Sacramento, Calif., played, but
did not score.
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We reach Murray State like no
one else. Advertise/
The Murray State News

the power forward, as has Doug
Gold, a sophomore from
Flemingsburg.

Ethics Forum

762-4478

What is Education?
Broad-Based-----Liberal Art?

Congratulations to the

ITKA
Intramural Football
Team

..

staff. No other campus
medium can reach
Murray State more effectively an d
economically than Tbe
Murray State News.
Turn to the source
MSU turns to when it

wants to know what's
happening. Turn to
Tbe Murray State
News. You'll be glad
you did.

Intramural Champions
1987 . 1
t

~

Make us your iarst
choice when you want
to reach MUJTay State
students, faculty and

Narrowly--Focused ----Science and Technology?
How are these related?
Can they survive together?
An evening's conversation with
Dr. David Owen and Dr. Ken Wolf
Thursday, Nov. 19, 7 p.m.
Hart Hall Coffee House

. ,. -
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Spikers end season
with ~hree-game win

Runne.rs have 'long shot'
in NCAA regional tourney
"This meet will be our fun
Sports Writer
meet," coach Margaret Sim·
.
.
mon$ said, "because our
W1th the Ohl~ Val!ey Con- t•egion is probably the
fere~ee Championship meet toughest in the country."
behmd them, the men's and .
women's cro~s c~untry teams 'C::-;R::::-0
-=-::S
=-s
-=-c=-=o
::::-:-U==N
~
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now set the1r s1ghts on the . -=:=:..-~~~
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_""-6...1..111~:..::.
regional championships this
Only two teams will advance
weekend.
to the national meet along
Both teams will be com- with four at-large teams,
peting against some of the which can come from any part
toughest competition in the : of the country.
nation.
Some of the top teams in the
All-OVC performers Jackie women's division are the
Murzynowski, a junior from University of Alabama, ClamLake View, N .Y., and Nina son University and W~ke
Funderburk, a junior from Forest University, Simmons
Tonawanda, N .Y. will be said.
leading the way for the Lady
"If we could get a runner in
Racers.
the top-50 finishers, we would

By LUKE CURRY

be doing pretty good," she
said.
The men's team, which
finished 15th of 29 teams in
last year's meet, will be approaching this meet in a very
relaxed state of mind.
"I gave the guys the last cou·
ple of weeks off to let them do
what they thought they needed to do in order to get
themselves ready for the
meet," said interim head
coach Damon Geiger.
"It will be really bard for
any one of our runners to
qualify," Geiger said. "They
will have to run the race of
their 1ives and even then it
will probably be a long shot."

By MARK YOUNG

Sports Writer
The Lady Racers fmished
their season with a 14-18 record
Tuesday as they defeated
Arkansas State University.

VOLLEYBALL
The score of the match was
16-14, 15-8, 15-'7 .
Monday, they dropped their
final home match to Southeast
Missouri State University
10-15, 15-13, 15-12, 12-15,
15-10.

title hopes hop away with the breaks
COMMENTARY
By
Kevin

Patton
It looked as if the Racers' luck
might turn around in the
Eastern game. In the second
half, Murray State made a
come.from·behind run at the
Colonels, but were
unsuccessful.
Then there was the sound
defeat of Liberty University
and the Homecoming massacre
of Morehead State University.
Yes, things seemed to be fmally
rolling the Racers' way.
That was until the last three
minutes of their matchup with
Youngstown State University.
The Racers held the Penguins
to just three points in the first
half. Of course, they didn't score
themselves, but they did prevent a potentially explosive of-

Buckingham Ray
invites you to their
Christmas Open House
Sunday Nov.15 from
1-Sp.m.

20°/o off Storewide
offer good through Dec. 24,1987

jSuckingbam l\ap, ltb ~

fense from scoring a touchdown
in the first half. That's an accomplishment in itself.
But the last three minutes.
Ohmy!
With the Racers leading 13-3,
the Penguins scored a field goal
and a touchdown to tie the
game.
Then there was the case of the
disappearing tw~ seconds.
With six seconds remaining in
the game, Richard Miller
caught a Michael Proctor pass
and went out-of-bounds at the
35-yard line.
Head coach Mike Mahoney
said there should have been
time left on the clock- at least
one second - enough time for
Paul Bickert to attempt a field
goal to win the game.
"I saw Richard Miller catch
the ball and go out of bounds.
When I looked up, I saw two
seconds on the clock. It just kept
running," Mahoney said.
Rickert should have been
given the opportunity to attempt the field goal. The last
seconds of the game count just

The two losses dropped the
Lady Racers' conference record
to 4-4 and put them in third
place in the southern division,
knocking them out of the OVC
tournament.
Despite not being in the tournament, coach Oscar Segovia
said be was pleased with the
outcome of the season.

" We had a great season. We
won more matches than any
other Murray State volleyball
On the road last weekend the team in history," Segovia said.
squad lost two crucial Ohio " The girls learned a lot this
Valley Conference matches to season, and they' re going to be
Middle Tennessee State Univer- even better next year. "

Good luck bounces away from Racers,
It has often been said that luck
is the differen~e between a good
team ana a great team- a team
that wins it all and a team that
comes close.
The Racer football team
helped to prove that theory this
season.
The Racers are a good football
team. There is no doubt about
that. They played Eastern Kentucky University to a close
game in Richmond, which is
something not easily done.
The Racer's early season loss
to Western Kentucky University may have turned out to be
not as disappointing as it was
once thought to be. At the time,
Western was not as highly
regarded as it is now.
This week the Hilltoppers are
ranked 14th in NCAA Division
I-AA with a 5-3 record.
In the early seasop. losses, it
seemed that all the loose balls
bounced away from the Racers
and into the opponent's hands
for a scoring opportunity,
especially in the Western and
Louisville games.

sity and Tennessee Tech
University, both by scores of
3-2.

like the frrst ones do.
I know, Rickert may have
missed the field goal. After all,
it would have been a 52-yarder,
but we all know that be is quite
capable of bitting those long
ones.
If Rickert had kicked and
missed and Youngstown had
gone ahead and won in overtime, the loss probably would
have been a little bit easier to
take.
All of the talk of the field goal
makes it sound as if
Youngstown shouldn't have
beaten us. They did score ten
points to tie the game. The
Racer defense did let them score
in overtime.
Maybe that was one of those
games when luck wasn't on the
side of the Racers.

Maybe this is one of those
seasons when the ball doesn't
bounce your way all of the time.
As they say, "there's always
next year." Let's hope the
pigskin takes a friendly bounce
then.

Pikes capture
intramural flag
football crown

Although the intt·amural
basketball preseason is
almost half over, and sports
such as fraternity racquetball, co-ed volleyball, indoor
soccer, and walleyball are
beginning to start their
respective seasons, the emphasis on the intramural
sports scene is still being
placed on the Pi Kappa Alpha
flag football team.

s
The team, which won the
flag football fraternity division, recently took the intramural championship ,
which means a shot at bigger
and better things.
The Pikes now move on to
New Orleans later in the
month, where they will compete as one of72 teams in the
National Flag Football
Championship, hosted by the
University of New Orleans.
Eddie Morris, director of intramurals, said that the win
ner of the tournament will be
guests at the Sugar Bowl
game on New Year's Day.

CoDege courses for career success.
MIL 100 PHYSICAL CONDITIONING: Try it, we
guarantee results (1 hr).
tHL 102 f1ARKSMANSHIP ArlO ARMY ORIEtlTATION:
Learn what your Army is all about, visit
Ft. Campbell, fly in a helicopter, l earn
to shoot (2 hrs).
-t1IL 207 ADVEtiTURE TRAINING : Learn map reading ,
first aid; culminates with a canoe trip
down Buffalo River (2 hrs) .
MIL 210 LEADERSHIP A"D PATROLLING TECH.:
Develops leadership abil i ty and basic
military skills (2 hrs) .
rUL 211 INDIVIDUAL TACTICAL TRAINitiG:
RANGERS!!! (2 hrs) .

970 Chestnut St.
753-8040

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS
CONTACT:

CP~

John Klemencic, Phone 762-4123
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PIGGLY WIGGLY
GRAND OPENING
SPECIALS
''The Original American Supermaket"
Piggly Wiggly has over 1300 videos to choose from
at our new store in Murray.
GRAND OPENING VIDEO SPECIALS
* "FREE Membership"

*All Children's videos all week long only $1.
*Tape rental rates during the week $1 per tape.
*Weekend rates $2 per tape.
*VCR Rental available.

\

This week only: Rent one tape, second tape FREE!
Movies include: Lethal Weapon, Project X, Peggy Sue Got Married,
Redheaded Stranger, and many more!

"Sea Food Shoppe"
Live Main Lobster $7.99Ib.
41-50 ct. Gulf Headless Shrimp $3.99Ib.

''Pizza Parlor''
Special
Fresh in-store made Deli Pizzas
2 for $6
Buy two pizzas, get one FREE!

*Orange Roughy Fillets $5.99lb.
*Boneless Mako Shark Steak $3.99lb.
*Red Snapper Fillets $4.59 lb.
*Whole Fresh Catfish $1.99 lb

I

13af(g_ry Speciafs

f})e{i Specia{s

Golden Dipped Glazed Donuts
$1.69 doz. Save 80¢

Kentuckian Gold Cooked Ham (shaved or sliced) $2.991b.
Kentuckian Gold Bologna (reg. beef, German) $1.991b.

*French Bread 16oz.log 89¢
*Single I..a.yer Cakes
$2.99

14oz. Pimento Cheese Buy ONE, get one FREE!

*Dinner Rolls
*Fruit Pies

$1.29 dozen
$5.29 each

American Potato Salad 99¢ lb.

.

Piggly Wiggly is now your party or special occasion
headquarters. We now make party trays and
have the largest selection of Gourmet Cheese in Murray.
Store Hours: Open 7 am. to Midnight
7 days a week

South 12th and GlendaJe
753-9616

..
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Pre-Christmas Sale

STOREW.IDE

\

''Our BIGGEST Pre-Christmas Sale Ever''
Choose from over
300 styles of shoes
for men , women and
children.
~Tennis Equipment

and Apparel
~Running Apparel
~Warmups
~Athletic Bags

La rge-La rge-La rg e
Selection of Fleece
Sweatshirts.
Choose from Nike & Reebok.
Sizes for the entire family.

~"'Windbreakers & Jackets
~Sport Caps
~School Apparel
~Baseball/Softball

Equipment

Shop Now, Beat The Rush & Save Money

SPORTING GOODS
''£VERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR UFE"
1203 Chestnut

. 753·8844

